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When the Mortimer & Mimi Levitt Foundation embarked on this study four years 

ago, we began with one all encompassing question: How do we know if the Foun-

dation’s long-term creative placemaking investments in outdoor, permanent music 

venues and the nonprofits that manage them are creating 

the desired impacts—adding vitality to once-neglected 

public spaces; bringing people together of diverse ages, 

ethnicities and socioeconomic backgrounds; ensuring ac-

cess to high caliber concerts through consistent free pro-

gramming; and, ultimately, strengthening the social fabric 

of communities? In other words, how do we measure and 

define “success?”

We recognized that the Levitt Foundation’s theory of 

change regarding the outcomes and impact of these per-

manent music venues presenting free concerts contained 

many underlying assumptions, which we were keen to test. Among these as-

sumptions were how Levitt venues and the free programming presented improve 

overall city livability, raise the quality of life, increase attachment to community 

and community engagement, improve perceptions of the public space and sur-

rounding area, and create a stronger sense of neighborliness and social connec-

tivity. While we had learned a fair amount about the program’s impact through 

regular visits to the Levitt venues, conversations with a variety of stakeholders, 

and annual reports and audience surveys provided by our Friends of Levitt part-

ners, we sought a more rigorous, objective approach that would provide us with 

new information and insights to guide our work. 

The 2012 recommendation by entities like ArtPlace America and the National 

Endowment for the Arts to use a set of indicators with nationally available data to 

measure the impact of creative placemaking projects further sparked our de-

sire to undertake an independent study. We wondered whether these indicators, 

primarily economic and demographic in nature, could shed additional light on 

the impact of permanent Levitt venues across the country—especially since these 

venues, while locally driven and realized, share a common mission, framework and 

program goals to strengthen communities through free, live music. Would the 

data collected through the uniform indicators approach present a clear picture of 
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outcomes and social impact and illuminate trends or similarities across the Levitt 

network of music venues? 

With these questions in mind, we commissioned a third-party study with Slover 

Linett Audience Research and Dr. Joanna Woronkowicz to test the assumptions 

outlined in our theory of change and provide us with a new, data-driven under-

standing of the social impact of permanent Levitt venues. We hoped the study—a 

mix of primary research conducted by Slover Linett using qualitative and quan-

titative methods, and secondary research conducted by Dr. Woronkowicz using 

a quantitative indicators approach—might inspire refinements or challenge the 

assumptions underlying our venture philanthropy model and the program itself, 

with the goal of creating greater impact. We also sought to uncover any unintend-

ed effects of these long-term creative placemaking interventions.

We hope this new body of research contributes to the creative placemaking field 

and the funding community at large, sparking further dialogue on how to mea-

sure outcomes and impact and on the role of creative placemaking projects in 

strengthening communities and promoting social connectivity. We would like to 

thank the Slover Linett team, in particular Sarah Lee and Peter Linett, as well as 

Dr. Woronkowicz for their rigorous and thoughtful analysis throughout this multi-

year, multi-layered process. The new knowledge gleaned from this study has 

already begun informing the work of the Levitt Foundation and will continue to 

do so moving forward. We also thank the staff of the five permanent Levitt venues 

for their participation and openness during this study. Last but not least, we are 

grateful to the Bruner Foundation for its generous support of this work. 

We believe the recommendations and implications discussed in this white paper 

will provide valuable guidance to a wide range of creative placemaking efforts, from 

music-based projects like ours to those involving other arts disciplines, and both 

temporary and long-term investments. Please share your thoughts and comments, 

and we look forward to continuing the conversation.
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The Mortimer & Mimi Levitt Foundation is a private foundation that exists to 

strengthen the social fabric of America. Through its support of creative place-

making, the Levitt Foundation empowers communities to transform un-

derused public spaces—neglected parks, vacant downtown lots, former 

brownfields—into welcoming destinations where the power of free, live 

music brings people together and invigorates community life.

The Levitt Foundation’s primary funding areas include permanent Lev-

itt venues and the Levitt AMP [Your City] Grant Awards. Both of these 

programs include free, family-friendly concerts in outdoor, open lawn 

settings; acclaimed, emerging talent to seasoned, award-winning per-

formers in all music genres; a musician-friendly ethos in that all artists 

are paid for their performances and supported by professional sound 

and lighting; and concert sites that are accessible to a wide range of so-

cioeconomic groups. As such, these programs embody the Foundation’s 

funding philosophy and core values to support projects that are catalytic, 

dynamic, and promote joy, inclusivity and connectedness. 

The Levitt Foundation invests in community-driven efforts that harness the 

power of partnerships and leverage community support. Permanent Levitt ven-

ues and Levitt AMP concert sites reflect the character of their town or city, while 

benefitting from the program framework and best practices provided by the Levitt 

Foundation. As a participatory funder, the Foundation provides Friends of Lev-

Catalytic – to empower communities to transform neglected or underused 

public spaces into vibrant destinations

Dynamic – to develop and support programs that are responsive to the needs of 

 individual communities and spark a ripple effect of positive impact

Joy – to create environments where the power of music and the outdoors enrich 

 individual lives and bring people together for socializing, dancing and 

 exposure to the arts 

Inclusivity – to champion free programming, with multiple opportunities to attend, 

 in accessible open lawn settings where all feel welcome

Connectedness – to foster opportunities for people of all ages and back-

grounds to spend time together, meet, mingle and share an experience
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itt partners and Levitt AMP grantees with financial support, as well as information 

exchange platforms and convenings, meaningful tools and resources to help them 

bring their programs to life and maximize impact in their communities. 

With the permanent Levitt venue program, the Foundation provides seed funding 

to renovate or build a state-of-the-art outdoor music venue, known as a Levitt 

Pavilion or Levitt Shell, as well as annual operating support to an independent 

Friends of Levitt nonprofit organization, which manages, programs and supports an 

annual series of 50 free concerts every year at the music venue. There are currently 

six permanent Levitt venues across the country—Los Angeles and Pasadena, Calif.; 

Westport, Conn.; Bethlehem, Pa.; Memphis, Tenn.; and Arlington, Texas—with over 

half a dozen more in development, including Denver (2017), Dayton (2018), Houston 

(2019), and Sioux Falls (2019), amongst other cities. 

With the Levitt AMP [Your City] Grant Awards, the Foundation provides 

$25K annual matching grants to up to 15 nonprofits operating in small 

to mid-sized towns and cities to activate neglected public spaces 

through the Levitt AMP Music Series—10 free outdoor concerts 

presented over 10 to 12 weeks during summer or fall. Reflecting 

the Foundation’s ethos that all Levitt projects are community-

driven, each year finalists are selected through an online public 

voting process to help gauge the community’s enthusiasm 

and need for the program.

The original Levitt Pavilion opened over four decades ago 

in the town of Westport, Conn., when community members 

came together to create a community gathering space 

for free concerts. When the town donated its problematic 

landfill located in the middle of Westport, a capital campaign 

ensued. As summer residents of Westport, New York-based 

philanthropists Mortimer (who had amassed a fortune 

through his clothing company, The Custom Shop) and Mimi 

Levitt were approached to support the effort and ultimately 

became the largest private contributors, prompting the town 

to name the pavilion after them. Mortimer and Mimi were active 

members of the local Friends of Levitt board and over the years, 

the Levitt Pavilion’s programming evolved to include more than 50 
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free professional concerts every summer. Carrying memories of his impoverished 

childhood, Mortimer was proud that the high caliber concerts at the Levitt Pavilion 

were always free.

During the late 1990s, Levitt Pavilion Westport’s continuing success as a commu-

nity destination inspired Mortimer to develop a venture philanthropy model to 

bring free concerts to additional cities through new Levitt venues. He then passed 

the baton on to his daughter, Liz Levitt Hirsch, to oversee the growth of Levitt 

venues across the country.

In recent years, the Levitt Foundation’s giving focus has evolved to be more 

responsive to communities, resulting in the expansion of Levitt locations. In 

2013, when this study commenced, free Levitt concerts supported by the 

Foundation reached approximately 400,000 people each year in six 

cities. Since then, audiences have grown incrementally at permanent 

Levitt venues, and with the introduction of the Levitt AMP pro-

gram in 2014, Levitt concerts today serve more than 600,000 

people annually in 22 towns and cities. With more permanent 

Levitt venues in development, it is anticipated the number of 

people served by Levitt programs will continue to grow. 

ABOUT THE MORTIMER & MIMI LEVITT FOUNDATION         



The Mortimer & Mimi Levitt Foundation empowers communities across the nation 

to revitalize underused public spaces through the power of free, live music. The 

Foundation focuses on two key program areas: permanent Levitt music venues 

and the Levitt AMP [Your City] Grant Awards. Currently, there are six permanent 

Levitt performance venues across the country, with four more in development, 

in communities from Pasadena, California to Arlington, Texas to Memphis, and in 

sites ranging from previously decrepit WPA-era band shells in challenged parks to 

previously vacant lots in once-dormant downtown areas. This kind of arts-based 

effort to revitalize a neighborhood, community, or city has, over the last decade, 

come to be known as “creative placemaking,” a movement that now includes a 

wide spectrum of projects, from efforts to invest in cultural amenities in order to 

make a place more attractive for economic development and a vibrant workforce, 

to artist-driven social and community projects that use creativity to improve the 

physical and social fabric of neighborhoods.1 

As the creative placemaking field has flourished, with national funders directing 

tens of millions of dollars to creative placemaking projects in all 50 states and 

U.S. territories, there has been a growing interest in measuring and understand-

ing the impact of these projects, particularly with respect to their contribution to 

the economic vitality, livability, vibrancy, social capital, and civic engagement of 

the communities in which they take place. At first, creative placemaking assess-

ment efforts were focused on developing “indicators” of change and success: new 

frameworks for bringing together a variety of data points 

that are related to intended creative placemaking out-

comes, which can be tracked over time to gauge the im-

pact of the investment in creative placemaking initiatives.2 

But it has since become clear that the indicators approach 

has real limitations, especially with respect to connecting 

changes in the indicators with specific features or activities of any given cre-

ative placemaking project.3 So more recently, a body of project-specific studies 

has been growing, many of which use multiple methods to directly measure the 

effects that creative placemaking projects have had on the people and places 

involved, and to shed light on the mechanisms by which they bring about change. 

Such locally tailored studies also offer ways to avoid a problem that some observ-

ers have noted in indicators-based approaches: that the use of economic data can 
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A multi-modal study to 

explore how the venues are 

bringing about observed 

changes and whether they 

are creating social impact.

overlook the displacement of some residents and unintentionally endorse gentrifi-

cation in the name of economic vibrancy.

In that vein, the Levitt Foundation commissioned a multi-mode study in 2013 to 

better understand and document the impact of the six permanent music venues, 

which receive major grants from the Foundation—on the 

individuals who attend them, on the neighborhoods and 

communities in which they are located, and on the cities as 

a whole. The study was designed to test the Foundation’s 

hypotheses about the outcomes assumed to result from 

the existence of, and the programming provided by, each 

venue and to explore how the venues are bringing about 

any observed changes and whether they are creating so-

cial impact in their communities. More broadly, it was also 

conceived as an opportunity to learn more about the challenges of measuring the 

social impact of creative placemaking projects using multiple research and analy-

sis methods. 

The study consists of three components: an Indirect Outcomes Assessment, 

which is largely modeled after the National Endowment for the Arts’ “Arts & Liv-

ability Indicators” system and uses existing national data to measure change on 

various dimensions in the communities around five permanent Levitt venues; an 

Audience & Community Outcomes Exploration, which uses primary qualitative 

and quantitative data collection among concertgoers and neighborhood residents 

in two Levitt communities (Memphis and Pasadena, California) to explore the 

effects “on the ground” in those communities; and a Pre/Post Community Out-

comes Study, which also uses primary qualitative and quantitative data collection, 

this time with a “pre-post design” to document changes from before a new Levitt 

Pavilion opens in Denver in 2017 to after it has been in operation for a full season. 

The present document includes a reflection on the first research component and 

the full paper based on the second component; a paper based on the third com-

ponent will be released in early 2019.

INDIRECT OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT

In this paper, Dr. Joanna Woronkowicz of Indiana University shares reflections on 

her recent indicators-based analysis of neighborhood change in five Levitt com-
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munities, “Levitt Music Venues and Neighborhood Change: Reflections on a Cre-

ative Placemaking Indicators Analysis.” That analysis resulted in an internal report 

to the Mortimer & Mimi Levitt Foundation and a peer-reviewed article in the Jour-

nal of Planning Education and Research titled “Art-Making or Place-Making? The 

Relationship between Open-Air Performance Venues and Neighborhood Change” 

(2015); the journal article is available as a companion to this white paper. 

Using data from the U.S. Decennial Census and the American Community Survey, 

Dr. Woronkowicz analyzed change in five of the communities with a permanent 

Levitt venue between 1990 and 2011 on three broad dimensions: residents’ at-

tachment to the community; quality of life; and economic conditions. Her analysis 

largely follows the National Endowment for the Arts’ 2014 Validating Arts & Liva-

bility Indicators (VALI) study in constructing each of these dimensions. By analyz-

ing national data sets on a highly local level to assess the changes in those VALI 

categories that have taken place in neighborhoods during the period in which 

the Levitt venues were founded and the years following, Dr. Woronkowicz sought 

to shed additional light on the value of an indicators-based approach to creative 

placemaking impact research. 

The news about that value is mixed at best. Dr. Woronkowicz’s analysis shows that 

indicator trends varied widely across the five Levitt neighborhoods in the study. 

Some neighborhoods saw improvements related to residents’ attachment to com-

munity, while others did not. The same was true for quality of life and economic 

conditions. Even within these broad categories, some indicators pointed toward 

improvements, and others pointed in the opposite direction. From this, Dr. Woron-

kowicz draws three conclusions: First, that the indirect impacts of Levitt pavilions 

are probably largely dependent on the unique neighborhood context and other 

conditions that exist prior to the introduction of the Levitt venue. Second, that 

that context and those conditions can’t be understood through an analysis of 

existing data sets, at least not the nationally available (and therefore comparable) 

data sets used in her analysis. And third, that for those reasons, the indicators 

method is probably not the most effective way of understanding the effects of 

creative placemaking initiatives. To authentically evaluate the impact of an initia-

tive, both its unique goals and the unique conditions of the community must be 

taken into account. In the case of the Levitt Foundation and its nonprofit and civic 

partners in each city, those goals include concepts like neighborhood cohesion 

and providing a safe, vibrant place for neighbors to interact—concepts which are 

http://jpe.sagepub.com/content/36/1/49
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This hybrid experience of 

the arts and community 

connection helps to foster 

a deeply communal spirit 

at Levitt concerts. 

inherently difficult to measure through the standardized data sources that can be 

aggregated in an indicators framework. 

AUDIENCE AND COMMUNITY OUTCOMES EXPLORATION

In the second paper, “Levitt Venues in Memphis and Pasadena: An Audience and 

Community Outcomes Study,” Sarah Lee, president of the cultural research firm 

Slover Linett, and her colleague, Nicole Baltazar, summarize the findings of the 

Audience and Community Outcomes Exploration they conducted at the Levitt 

Pavilion in Pasadena and the Levitt Shell in Memphis. In both locations, the team 

used a mix of primary quantitative and qualitative social research methods, in-

cluding participant observation and in-context interviewing with audiences at 

half a dozen concerts; a quantitative survey of attendees at a sample of concerts 

throughout each venue’s summer season; interviews with elected officials, a vari-

ety of local business owners, neighborhood social- and human-service providers, 

funders and philanthropists, other community and cultural leaders, and Levitt 

venue staff and board members in each community; and 

community discussion groups with a mix of residents in 

each city.

Assimilating these multiple perspectives across the two 

research sites, the team finds that Levitt venues offer a 

hybrid experience of the arts and community connection: 

attending a concert at a Levitt venue is not solely and ex-

clusively about the music, but neither is the music inciden-

tal to the quality and value of the experience. Rather, the experience is a complex 

interweaving of musical, social, and community elements. This hybridity helps 

to foster a deeply communal spirit at Levitt concerts. The musical performance 

offers an experience that is shared among those in attendance, while still allowing 

social interaction and connection among audience members to take place. Being 

able to interact with people within one’s existing social network (including those 

who attend together and those who encounter each other serendipitously at the 

concert) is an especially important part of the experience for many concertgoers. 

This makes Levitt venues a successful platform for what sociologists call “bond-

ing social capital,”4 or the ties that connect members of a group to each other 

and form a social safety net. The researchers also found that Levitt venues foster 

interactions across social networks. This helps build “bridging social capital,”5 or 
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points of connection, understanding, and exchange between and across diverse 

social groups. Levitt concerts do this by providing a forum for residents to come 

together in a defined space in a way that enables them to have friendly interac-

tions with people unlike themselves. Levitt concertgoers feel a sense of “all are 

welcome,” which is heightened by the fact that there are literally no doors or walls 

to keep some in the venue and others outside of it. The demographics of the audi-

ences Lee and her colleagues surveyed in Pasadena and Memphis suggest a level 

of diversity along multiple dimensions that is rarely found in arts settings (partic-

ularly the formal performing arts, but also many other niche cultural experiences 

that appeal to only one demographic or psychographic “type” or community). The 

open lawn setting at all Levitt venues and free admission for the concert series 

engender a “leveling” effect: concertgoers feel a sense of equality with their fel-

low audience members, a sense that socioeconomic differences fade away while 

enjoying a Levitt concert. Again, the music is not incidental to these social effects. 

Levitt concerts are almost universally expected to include high quality music, and 

audiences believe that the performers booked by Levitt venues will meet high 

standards whether they are local musicians or art-

ists of national stature. While the music is a central 

reason that people attend, many choose to attend 

irrespective of the particular artists performing; 

they have come to view Levitt as a trusted curator 

that will expose them to new music genres and art-

ists they will enjoy. So the success of Levitt venues 

as placemaking enterprises may hinge not just on their creating welcoming, ap-

pealing public environments but also on their being astute musical programmers 

who know what will appeal to their communities.

The research team also observed that the presence of Levitt venues in these two 

cities played, and continues to play, an important role in broader physical and 

economic revitalization efforts in the immediate areas and surrounding commu-

nities. In both Pasadena and Memphis, the Levitt Foundation worked with the 

city government and a local Friends of Levitt nonprofit to restore an existing but 

run-down WPA-era band shell. The restoration of both band shells contributed to 

reinvestment in and reactivation of the parks where they are located. Stakehold-

ers described both parks as being unsafe and in disuse before the restoration; 

now they are used actively both during and outside of Levitt concerts, and con-

certgoers almost unanimously report feeling safe at each. The Levitt venues also 

The success of Levitt venues 

hinges on being astute musical 

programmers in addition to 

creating welcoming environments.
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support revitalization of the area by spurring economic activity in the neighbor-

hoods around the venue. Concertgoers patronize local businesses such as bars, 

restaurants, and retail outlets before and after the show. Some of those concert-

goers live in the immediate vicinity of the Levitt venue, so their spending helps 

keep economic activity in the neighborhood; others come to the neighborhood 

from other areas, bringing incremental revenue to the area. In both Memphis and 

Pasadena, the Levitt venues are perceived to have had an important catalytic 

and contributory role in the broader revitalization of the neighborhoods beyond 

the parks, but in neither case was the venue solely responsible for those devel-

opments. This is probably true of most creative placemaking efforts, and it is 

consistent with the way the Levitt Foundation selects communities for a possible 

Levitt venue: considering both the community’s need (whether it has substantial 

neglected or underutilized public space, and whether it lacks accessible arts and 

cultural offerings) and its readiness (whether there is commitment and support 

from local leadership and residents to improve a public space and the surrounding 

area). In both of the cities studied in this evaluation, that dual picture of need and 

readiness appears to have been well supported: the Levitt venue was one among 

several strategies for community vitality, and the readiness and commitment 

shown by local stakeholders was reflected in their support not just for the Levitt 

project but also for parallel undertakings with similar goals.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD

Since every creative placemaking project is unique, its success depends on the 

goals it is trying to achieve and the specific context in which it operates. Yet the 

two completed components of the Levitt Foundation study, taken together, point 

to some broad implications for the creative placemaking field, and particularly for 

projects that have free live music programming at their core. We list them briefly 

here and discuss them in more detail in the final section of this document.

In creative placemaking, programming is as important as place in providing 

a compelling and communal experience for participants. Creative place-

making projects must pay equal attention to the creative and artistic pro-

gramming they offer, as well as the physical attributes that support commu-

nity-building and social capital-building—it may be helpful to think in terms 

of hybrid experiences, in which the art itself is closely interwoven with social 

connection and participation.
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For music providers in particular, a venue’s programming can communicate

subtle but important messages regarding who might feel welcome. To bring 

together a truly diverse community, music-centered projects may need to 

include programming that authentically reflects the diverse backgrounds 

and varied tastes of that community. Offering a diverse and eclectic roster of 

genres and performers, all of high quality, is critical to making sure the venue 

speaks to multiple segments of the population.  

The physical and logistical attributes of a creative placemaking project will 

guide how people participate in, and how they benefit from, the experi-

ence. When developing a project, creative placemakers and their colleagues 

should carefully consider how their space or location establishes or reinforces 

the kind of participation they hope to see, as well as how potential barriers to 

entry (like location, price, proximity to public transportation, etc.) inform who 

participates and how frequently they participate.

Communicating explicitly about a project’s community-building goals with 

participants and residents can help to engage them as informal ambassa-

dors. Local audiences can be strong advocates for creative placemaking proj-

ects, encouraging their friends, family, and community members to attend 

and support these initiatives. Communicating a clear, specific message about 

community-building goals gives audiences the language to cement their own 

feelings about the creative placemaking project and communicate those feel-

ings to others.  

The history and sociology of the community in which the creative place-

making project takes place, and the specific site that is chosen, will pro-

foundly inform the way the project unfolds. By recognizing when a com-

munity is poised for revitalization or when there are other investments being 

made in a community’s social capital, placemakers can leverage their work 

for maximum impact and can help tip a community toward new levels of 

engagement. But a community’s existing characteristics and history can also 

limit a project’s potential. An in-depth awareness of a community’s latent 

potential and persistent challenges can help initiatives set appropriate goals 

and develop targeted strategies for high-impact creative placemaking.

Partnership, coordination, and collaboration are essential creative place-

making skills and key to ensuring that the placemaking project remains 
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community-driven. Given that the aims of most creative placemaking proj-

ects are ambitious and systemic—it may simply not be realistic for any sin-

gle project alone to substantially move the needle on a community’s overall 

livability or economic vitality or social connectedness—connecting it with 

other social efforts and stakeholders is critical for effectively unlocking the 

full potential of a project.

There isn’t a “one size fits all” method of assessing the success of creative 

placemaking projects. The creative placemaking field has been embracing 

the notion that primary data collection efforts should be combined with the 

existing indicators frameworks in order to assess the social impact of individ-

ual placemaking projects. We believe that this study illustrates this, showing 

how project-specific assessment reveals new insights about both the effi-

cacy of creative placemaking projects and the mechanisms by which they 

operate—insights that would not be reached through an indicators approach 

alone.

We invite you to explore each section of this white paper in depth and look for-

ward to sharing the third component of this study in early 2019. In the meantime, 

we invite your comments and feedback.
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In the early 1970s, New York philanthropists Mortimer and Mimi Levitt, who had 

amassed a fortune in the custom clothing business, were approached by the 

community of Westport, Connecticut (where they owned a summer residence), 

to support a project to transform a blighted landfill site into an open-air pavilion 

where residents could come together and share in the experience of live outdoor 

music. As the campaign’s largest private contributor, the town named the pavil-

ion after the Levitts, and the original Levitt Pavilion opened in 1974. The pavilion 

became a vibrant place where the entire community could gather on the lawn to 

picnic, and enjoy free concerts. Twenty-five years later, Mortimer Levitt, having 

seen the impact of Westport’s Levitt Pavilion for the Performing Arts, decided to 

shift the focus of the family foundation to the task of helping communities across 

the country develop their own Levitt Pavilion, transforming public spaces through 

the power of free, live music. Today, there are six permanent Levitt venues across 

the country in communities from Pasadena, California to Arlington, Texas to 

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, and in sites ranging from previously decrepit WPA-era 

band shells to formerly vacant lots in once-dormant downtown areas, all receiv-

ing funding from the Levitt Foundation (see “About the Mortimer & Mimi Levitt 

Foundation,” page 5). There are now four more permanent pavilions on the way in 

Denver, Dayton, Houston and Sioux Falls, and another 15 communities around the 

U.S. where underused public spaces are being activated by 

matching grants as part of the Levitt AMP Music Series, in 

collaboration with local organizations.

The vision that the Levitts helped realize in Westport was 

an example of the kind of arts-based effort to revitalize a 

neighborhood, community, or city that would eventually 

become known as “creative placemaking.” That term was 

coined in 2010 in an influential National Endowment for the 

Arts-supported paper by Ann Markusen and Anne Gadwa 

Nicodemus 6 (the latter an advisor to this study), which re-

viewed the ways that creative placemaking has been a fea-

ture of American urban and rural development for decades. 

In the 1940s and 50s, urban development was dominated by large-scale, top-

down urban renewal projects that often displaced people and demolished existing 

structures to make way for new housing, parks, highways, or other amenities. Ac-
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tivists like Jane Jacobs began to challenge that mindset in the 1960s, advocating 

instead for an approach to urban development that emphasized mixed-use devel-

opment, walkability, an active street life, and a general responsiveness to the lives, 

needs, and desires of the people who live, work, and play in a neighborhood.7 

Creative placemaking, with its focus on community engagement and quality of 

life, is a close cousin to the movement and ethos embodied by Jacobs and other 

progressive planners and placemakers.

Today, creative placemaking comes in many flavors, from efforts to invest in cul-

tural amenities in order to make a municipality attractive to the kind of workforce 

that boosts an area’s economic vitality (in the vein of Richard Florida’s Rise of the 

Creative Class 8) to artist-driven social projects that leverage the latent creative 

assets in an impoverished neighborhood to transform both its physical and social 

fabric (like Rick Lowe’s Project Row Houses in Houston’s Third Ward 9 and Theast-

er Gates’ work in creative entrepreneurship and social service on the south side 

of Chicago 10). Despite this diversity of contexts and approaches, in a scan of the 

literature we found that the goals of most creative placemaking projects fall into 

three broad categories: to contribute to the economic vitality of a community; 

to foster greater livability and vibrancy in a community; and to build a communi-

ty’s social capital and civic connection. (Because the intended scale of impact in 

creative placemaking projects can range from the hyper-local to an entire city or 

region, we use “community” here as a catch-all to refer to everything from a par-

ticular block in a neighborhood to an entire metro area.)  

In recent years, through initiatives like the National Endowment for the Arts’ “Our 

Town” program, the Kresge Foundation’s placemaking-focused Arts & Culture 

Program, and ArtPlace, a collaboration of a number of national funders, federal 

agencies and financial institutions, tens of millions of dollars have been directed to 

creative placemaking projects in all 50 states and U.S. territories. That investment 

has naturally led many of these funders, and others in the field, to ask important 

questions about how to assess the impact of their investments and about which 

creative placemaking strategies and practices are most effective in contributing to 

a project’s—and thereby, a community’s—success. 

In the early years of these initiatives, the major funders in the field—particularly 

the NEA and ArtPlace—focused their assessment efforts on developing indicators 
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systems: frameworks for bringing together a variety of data points that are related 

to key creative placemaking outcomes and tracking them over time to gauge how 

outcomes are changing. For instance, the NEA developed a set of “Arts & Liva-

bility Indicators” 11 that include measures of Resident Attachment to Community 

(such as length of residence and election turnout rates); Quality of Life (such as 

commute time and crime rates); Arts & Cultural Activity (such as the number of 

arts, culture, and humanities nonprofits); and Economic Conditions (such as un-

employment rate and income diversity). In developing these indicators, the NEA 

made a deliberate decision to focus on measures for which there are national data 

available, typically from sources like the U.S. Census or the Bureau of Economic 

Analysis, and which can be tracked at a relatively local level, such as ZIP code or 

Census tract, so that individual creative placemaking projects wouldn’t be bur-

dened with collecting new data and so outcomes in one community could easily 

be compared to those in another.

These indicators systems began to provide concrete, quantitative ways to track 

the broad outcomes that have been theorized to stem from individual creative 

placemaking projects. But the indicators approach also came under criticism 

from some observers, including Ann Markusen 12 (a co-author of the NEA’s defin-

ing 2010 paper) and Ian David Moss 13 (an advisor to this study). One objection 

was that, because data for the indicators is usually collected on a relatively broad 

geographic level as well as a broad, somewhat abstract conceptual level (based 

on hard-to-define notions like economic vitality, vibrancy, and livability), it’s virtu-

ally impossible to connect any given creative placemaking project with observed 

change (or lack of change) in the indicators. Another concern was that defining 

the indicators at such a broad, conceptual level failed to respond to each creative 

placemaking project’s unique goals, vision, and starting point. Moss argued that 

there was 

essentially no mechanism for connecting the Endowment’s investments in 

Our Town projects to the indicators one sees. A project could be entirely 

successful on its own terms but fail to move the needle in a meaningful way 

in its city or neighborhood. Or it could be caught up in a wave of transfor-

mation sweeping the entire community, and wrongly attribute that wave to 

its own efforts. There’s simply no way for us to tell. 14
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More importantly from our perspective, the indicators frameworks shed little light 

on how and why creative placemaking projects worked or didn’t. They were able 

to demonstrate, for example, that a neighborhood or city experienced an uptick in 

certain quality-of-life measures during the same period as a creative placemaking 

project, but they didn’t tell us what it was, exactly, about the project that con-

tributed to that change—and therefore couldn’t quite help us apply the lessons 

learned from one project to other efforts in the future.

In our view, the indicators systems also often unintentionally favored economic vi-

tality and livability over outcomes related to building a community’s social capital, 

in large part because there is little or no national, regularly collected data on levels 

of empowerment, self-efficacy, social bonding, or social 

bridging—concepts which may be more subjective than 

economic indicators but are central goals of many cre-

ative placemaking efforts and are widely considered criti-

cal components of the social health of a place. As a result, 

some practitioners argued that the indicators-based ap-

proach to measuring the impact of creative placemaking 

could privilege projects that are economically beneficial 

but may actually diminish the social capital of a commu-

nity and its members—for instance, by highlighting the 

economic impact of creative placemaking investments without reckoning with 

unintended consequences like gentrification on those who might be displaced 

because of rising property values. This follows in part from the fact that indicators 

systems looked at the outcomes of creative placemaking on the place in aggre-

gate, rather than exploring their distributional effects on the individuals whose 

lives are affected by the placemaking project.

In recent years, partly in response to these critiques of the indicators approach, 

many national funders have begun investing in a variety of ways to explore and 

understand the outcomes of creative placemaking projects and to connect that 

understanding to practice in an ongoing way. ArtPlace, in particular, has embraced 

a research philosophy that emphasizes project-specific measurement and creating 

value for practitioners—in marked contrast to its earlier emphasis on indicators. 

“Inherent in the breadth of practices that make up creative placemaking is the fact 

that success looks different for every project depending on its local context [and] 

The indicators systems often 

unintentionally favored 

economic vitality and 

livability over outcomes 

related to building a 

community’s social capital.
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stated goals,” ArtPlace wrote. “Rather than attempt to develop universal systems 

to quantify projects, we instead simply ask ‘what is it you are trying to do, and 

how are you going to know whether you have done it?’” 15 (To some degree, this 

mirrors the current state of measurement and outcomes assessment in the broad-

er cultural field, where funders and individual organizations use a wide range of 

tools, some standardized, some project-specific, to understand the myriad ways 

that cultural participation and engagement contribute to a wide variety of individ-

ual, social, and communal benefits.) As a result, there’s a growing body of proj-

ect-specific studies that examine, in a rigorous and multi-faceted way, the effects 

that individual creative placemaking projects have had on the people and places 

involved and the mechanisms by which they bring about change. 

For instance, the Porch Light Program, a collaboration between the Philadelphia 

Mural Arts Program and the Philadelphia Department of Behavioral Health and 

Intellectual Disability Services, which engages community residents with mental 

health or substance abuse challenges in the creation of public murals, engaged 

researchers at the Yale School of Medicine to carry out an evaluation of the pro-

gram’s impact on both the communities involved and the individual participants in 

the program. The Porch Light evaluation 16 was guided by a project-specific theory 

of change (it posits that public murals can reduce the risk for mental health or 

substance abuse problems). By collecting primary data from the actual people 

whose lives are meant to be affected, and doing so in a highly local, project-spe-

cific context, the researchers were able not only to connect Porch Light Project 

activities to the outcomes of interest, but also to draw out plausible mechanisms 

for how such a project brings about those benefits. Their work holds important 

implications for the broader fields of creative placemaking 

and public health. 

The present evaluation of permanent Levitt venues and 

the free music programming they offer makes use of both 

of these measurement strategies, using the NEA’s Arts & 

Livability Indicators framework to look at the change in key 

outcomes in each Levitt community over time, and, in par-

allel, investing in multi-modal primary research among residents and concertgoers 

to take a deeper look at two Levitt venues and their surrounding neighborhoods. 

We hope that the resulting picture represents a valuable contribution to the 

The present evaluation is a 

useful working illustration 

of what can and can’t be 

learned from different 

measurement approaches.
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international body of work about the impact of individual creative placemaking 

projects, especially those that include free, outdoor music programming as a key 

ingredient. This report is also a useful working illustration of what can and can’t be 

learned from different measurement approaches.

ABOUT THIS STUDY

In 2013, the Levitt Foundation—a Los Angeles-based private foundation that em-

powers communities to transform neglected public spaces into community desti-

nations through free, live music with the creation of both permanent Levitt venues 

and pop-up Levitt concert sites—commissioned a study to better understand and 

document the impact that the permanent Levitt venues have on the individuals 

who attend them, on the neighborhoods and communities in which they are locat-

ed, and on the cities as a whole. The Foundation viewed the study as an opportu-

nity to test its theory of change about the outcomes assumed to result from the 

existence of, and the programming provided by, each permanent venue, as well 

as a chance to explore how the venues bring about these changes, whether there 

are any unintended consequences of the Levitt model, and what the Foundation 

and local organizations could be doing to fully realize their intended social impact. 

Like the broader creative placemaking field, the Levitt Foundation was interested 

both in mining existing national data sources to compare the aggregate impact 

across Levitt communities and in being able to contextualize the unique situation 

and contribution of the venues through new research with people “on the ground” 

in those communities.

The Levitt Foundation engaged a joint team comprised of Slover Linett Audience 

Research, a social research firm for the arts, culture, and informal learning sec-

tors, and Dr. Joanna Woronkowicz, a cultural policy scholar and faculty member 

at Indiana University’s School of Public and Environmental Affairs, to design and 

administer the study. The team also included a thoughtful group of advisors: Ro-

berto Bedoya (Cultural Affairs Manager, City of Oakland), Anne Gadwa Nicodemus 

(Principal, Metris Arts Consulting), Ian David Moss (Founder and CEO, Createqui-

ty), and Michael Rushton (Professor, School of Environmental and Public Affairs, 

Indiana University). The study consists of three independent components: an Indi-

rect Outcomes Assessment, an Audience and Community Outcomes Exploration, 

and a Pre/Post Community Outcomes Study. Together, the three components are 
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designed to paint a multi-dimensional picture of the impact of permanent Levitt 

music venues, with each study examining that impact from a different perspective 

(see Figure 1). 

This report includes summaries of two of those components: In her section, “Levitt 

Music Venues and Neighborhood Change: Reflections on a Creative Placemaking 

Indicators Analysis,” Dr. Woronkowicz reflects on the Indirect Outcomes Assess-

ment she conducted, in which she analyzed a variety of existing or “secondary” 

data to measure the indirect or leveraged outcomes of the Levitt venues in five 

cities, using the NEA’s VALI framework as a model. She shares reflections on that 

analysis starting on page 25. Then, in “Levitt Venues in Memphis and Pasadena: 

An Audience and Community Outcomes Study,” we summarize the Slover Linett-

led Audience and Community Outcomes Exploration, in which we used a mix of 

qualitative and quantitative primary research methods to explore the effects of 

the Levitt venues “on the ground” in those communities, and to understand the 

mechanisms by which the venues and free programming may be generating those 

effects at both the individual and community levels. 

The third component, the Pre/Post Community Outcomes Study, also led by 

Slover Linett, takes advantage of the fact that a new permanent Levitt venue will 

open in Denver in 2017, allowing us to document the changes in the surrounding 

community from before the venue existed to after it is up and running. We com-

pleted an initial wave of fieldwork in Denver in the summer of 2013 to establish 

a pre-Levitt baseline, and we will return in the summer of 2018 to see what has 

changed. The results of that study will be released in early 2019. 

         

Audience and 
Community 
Outcomes 

Exploration

Pre/Post 
Community 

Outcomes Study

Indirect 
Outcomes 

Assessment

FIGURE 1
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This three-part study is guided by a detailed theory of change, or logic model, 

that the Levitt Foundation developed in 2013 for its permanent venue program 

(see page 61). At the community level, a Levitt venue is expected to immediately 

increase the public use and liveliness of the space, make high-quality live music 

more accessible across the community, and increase a community’s apprecia-

tion and support of the musicians and artists who perform at the venues and of 

the organizations and vendors who are invited to exhibit or sell their goods and 

services during the concerts. Over time, the Levitt venue and its programming 

are also expected to transform the space into a community gathering place and a 

citywide destination, both during and outside of the free concerts, and to enhance 

the community’s perceptions of the space. At the individual concertgoer level, 

Levitt concerts are intended to immediately provide people with shared experi-

ences that make them feel welcomed and valued; that increase social interactions 

both within and across social networks; that invite active, informal, and social 

participation; and that help them share in the enjoyment of live music. Over time, 

it is hoped that these experiences will help concertgoers feel socially enriched and 

personally inspired; feel more connected to their community and enhance their 

sense of neighborliness and well-being; and become more interested in attending 

the arts and more aware of community resources that could be of value to them. 

Together, these community- and individual-level outcomes are theorized to con-

tribute to a host of positive impacts at the aggregate or system level, including 

safer, cleaner public spaces; additional investment in public space; increased com-

munity engagement; increased arts participation; and greater social integration 

across demographic boundaries. The net result of all this, according to Levitt’s 

theory of change, is more livable cities, stronger local economies, better quality of 

life, increased community resilience and attachment, and greater support for the 

arts. That’s an ambitious vision, of course, and part of the purpose of this set of 

studies is to treat this theory of change as theory: as a set of hypotheses to scruti-

nize through empirical research.

6. Markusen, Ann, and Anne Gadwa. Creative Placemaking. Washington, DC: National Endowment for the 

Arts, 2010. Accessed January 29, 2016. https://www.arts.gov/sites/default/files/CreativePlacemaking-Pa-
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7. Jacobs, Jane. The Death and Life of Great American Cities. New York: Random House, 1962. doi:10.1002/
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This section by Dr. Woronkowicz offers a summary of her recent indicators-based 

analysis of neighborhood change in five Levitt communities. That analysis resulted 

in an internal report to the Mortimer & Mimi Levitt Foundation and a peer-reviewed 

article in the Journal of Planning Education and Research titled “Art-Making or 

Place-Making? The Relationship between Open-Air Performance Venues and 

Neighborhood Change” (2015). The journal article is available as a companion to 

this white paper.

I conducted a study of the indirect impacts of permanent Levitt music venues us-

ing indicators constructed from data on neighborhoods with Levitt pavilions, all of 

which opened between 2003 and 2011 and are located in Arlington, Texas; Beth-

lehem, Pa.; Los Angeles; Memphis; and Pasadena, Calif. In the study, I attempted 

to measure economic and demographic change in neighborhoods with Levitt 

pavilions from before to after a pavilion was built by observing changes in indica-

tors for each of five Levitt pavilion neighborhoods, in hopes of identifying trends 

by comparing the neighborhoods both to their surrounding counties and to each 

other. 

This study serves as a test case or model for using descriptive indicators methods 

to assess creative placemaking outcomes, particularly the kinds of neighborhood 

livability effects proposed by the National Endowment for the Arts in the Vali-

dating Arts and Livability Indicators (VALI) study (NEA 2014). Broadly speaking, 

indicators that measure those effects fall into four categories: residents’ attach-

ment to the community; quality of life; arts & cultural activity; and economic con-

ditions. Many of the indicators used in this study are taken directly from the NEA 

VALI study. Some of the NEA VALI indicators are slightly modified or for reasons 

pertaining to data availability, such as arts & cultural activity, are not included. Ad-

ditional indicators that are present in other neighborhood change studies are also 

included (see Figure 2).

This study uses data from the 1990 and 2000 Decennial Censuses and the 

2007–2011 American Community Survey 5-year file in order to analyze changes in 

neighborhoods with Levitt pavilions from 1990 to 2000 and 2000 to 2011. Further 

data for each neighborhood’s host county are presented in this study in order to 

provide regional context for observed indicator changes. This study also uses de-
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mographic data (i.e. population, age, ethnicity) to illustrate other changes in Levitt 

neighborhoods. 

The methodology for defining each Levitt venue neighborhood is in accordance 

with neighborhood change literature, which emphasizes the use of “social map-

ping” in choosing neighborhood boundaries. The method used to define Levitt 

neighborhood boundaries takes into account both the spatial and social dimen-

sions of a neighborhood and assures consistency of boundary selection. Under 

the assumption that each local Levitt executive director is knowledgeable about 

their venue’s social environment, each director first delineated the boundaries of 

the venue’s neighborhood based on their understanding of its perceived impact 

on residents, audiences, and businesses in the vicinity, essentially neighborhood 

boundaries were based on the economic and social reach each director believed 

a Levitt venue has. Next, director-delineated boundaries were matched to a map 

of Census tracts. A tract was included if it overlapped entirely or partially with the 

director-delineated boundary of the neighborhood. 

By analyzing national data on a local level to assess the changes in the NEA VALI 

categories that have taken place in neighborhoods during the period in which 

the Levitt venues were founded—and by doing so in the broader context of this 

mixed-methods research study commissioned by Levitt, which included the 

primary audience research described elsewhere in this white paper—I hoped to 

shed additional light on the value of a descriptive indi-

cators-based approach to creative placemaking impact 

research. 

The news about that value is mixed at best. I learned that 

indicator trends varied widely across the five Levitt neigh-

borhoods in the study. Some neighborhoods saw improve-

ments related to residents’ attachment to community, 

while others did not. The same was true for quality of life 

and economic conditions. Even within these broad categories, some indicators 

pointed toward improvements, and others pointed in the opposite direction. After 

careful analysis, I concluded three things: First, that many of the indirect impacts 

of Levitt pavilions are probably largely dependent on the unique neighborhood 

context and other conditions that exist prior to the introduction of the Levitt ven-

ue. Second, that that context and those conditions can’t be understood through 

Even within these broad 

categories, some indicators 

pointed toward improvements, 

and others pointed in the 

opposite direction.
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INDICATORS INTERPRETATION NOTES

Resident Attachment to Community

Proportion of 
single-unit structures

“More single-family housing units might indicate that 
the community provides more opportunities for people 
to own homes” (NEA 2014, p. 58).

N/A

Proportion of popu-
lation moved in last 5 
years from different 
county/state*

“A higher proportion of [migration], or an increase in 
[migration] over time, is thought to suggest less at-
tachment to that community” (NEA 2014, p. 27).

This indicator differs from the NEA VALI 
indicator “Median Length of Residence” in 
that it uses data that indicate whether the 
respondent lived in a different county/state 
five years ago, as opposed to when the 
respondent moved into his/her current resi-
dence. While ACS data include information 
on the latter, Decennial Census data do not, 
therefore the indicator was constructed in 
order to be able to compare across study 
years.  

Percent of households 
renting

In contrast to the percent of owner-occupied units, 
higher levels of renter occupancy can be considered to 
reflect lower levels of neighborhood attachment (NEA 
2014, p. 25).

N/A

Proportion of housing 
units vacant

“A greater proportion of residential vacancies may 
signal neighborhood distress, while a lower or decreas-
ing vacancy rate is generally associated with improved 
quality of life and neighborhood stability” (NEA 2014, 
p. 74). 

N/A

Quality of Life

Median commute time “Shorter commute times are often associated with 
increased quality of life” (NEA 2014, p. 69).

N/A

Proportion of adults 
over the age of 25 with 
college degrees***

Educational attainment is commonly used in quality 
of life indicators. See for example Ross and Willigen 
(1997). A higher proportion of residents with college 
degrees indicates a greater overall quality of life.

N/A

Proportion of popula-
tion white***

Percent of population in one racial group can be used 
to measure neighborhood diversity. See for exam-
ple Noonan (2013). A majority percentage of white 
residents indicates less diversity, thus a lower quality 
of life.

N/A

Proportion of families 
with children in the 
home***

Presence of children in a community is often perceived 
by residents as promoting a better environment for 
children. See for example Coulton et al. (1995). Pres-
ence of children also changes the demographic mix 
and contributes to diversity (Noonan 2013). A higher 
percentage of families with children in the home indi-
cates a greater quality of life, particularly for children. 

N/A

*Modified from NEA VALI study
**Included in NEA VALI study but not in this study
 ***Not included in NEA VALI study but used in this study

FIGURE 2
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INDICATORS INTERPRETATION NOTES

Arts and Cultural Activity

Median earnings of res-
idents employed in arts 
-and-entertainment-re-
lated establishments**

“Increases in the indicator value may suggest an 
increase in the demand for arts and cultural activity” 
(NEA 2014, p. 79). 

For small geographies, data used to con-
struct this indicator are based on a very 
small sample of earnings, and therefore 
results in inaccurate estimates.

Arts, culture, and 
humanities nonprofits 
per 1,000 population**

 “Arts, culture, and humanities nonprofits serve as venues 
for creative engagement, reflect demand and promote 
further activity. Thus, more such organizations per 
capita (higher values for this indicator) suggest greater 
levels of cultural activity” (NEA 2014, p. 84). 

The NEA VALI study recommends using 
National Center for Charitable Statistics data 
to construct this indicator. NCCS data for 
Census tracts are not yet available, therefore 
the indicator is not used in this study. 

Economic Conditions

Median housing price 
(in 2011 USD)*

“An area with higher property values may reflect 
stronger economic conditions and suggest that the 
community is considered a desirable place in which to 
live” (NEA 2014, p. 89).

The NEA VALI study recommends using 
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) 
data on loan amounts to construct this 
indictor. Since loan amounts often do not 
correlate with housing prices, Census data 
on housing values are more accurate and 
therefore used in the construction of this 
indicator.

Median household 
income (in 2011 USD)

“Higher median household income levels are associated 
with stronger economic conditions” (NEA 2014, p. 90).

N/A

Active business 
addresses**

“Higher or increasing values for this indicator are 
thought to reflect stronger economic conditions or high-
er levels of economic stability. In contrast, higher levels 
of business vacancy are associated with falling property 
values, deterioration of the physical condition of an area, 
and increased safety concerns” (NEA 2014, p. 92). 

The NEA VALI study recommends using 
United States Postal Service (USPS) 
vacancy data to construct this indicator. 
This study does not use this indicator be-
cause of issues related to comparability of 
data between 2000 and 2011.

Unemployment rate “Lower unemployment rates are associated with 
stronger economic conditions” (NEA 2014, p. 93).

N/A

Income diversity** “The Gini coefficient (named after the statistician who 
developed it) is used to measure inequality or dispar-
ity in the distribution of something, most commonly 
to measure inequality of income or wealth. It ranges 
in value from 0 to 1. A value of 0 signifies complete 
equality (where everyone earns the exact same in-
come) and a value of 1 signifies complete inequality 
(where one person earns all the income, and everyone 
else earns nothing)” (NEA 2014, p. 94-95). 

Whether rental rates were above or below 
city averages may suggest the strength of 
the housing market (Noonan 2013; NEA 
2014, p. 40).

Proportion of popula-
tion within 150% of the 
poverty line***

This is one measure by which to measure poverty rates, 
which is a common indicator of neighborhood disad-
vantage (Noonan 2013; Coulton, Kofbin, and Su 1999). 

N/A

Median gross rent*** Whether rental rates were above or below city aver-
ages may suggest the strength of the housing market 
(Noonan 2013; NEA 2014, p. 40).

N/A

FIGURE 2 - CONTINUED
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a descriptive analysis of existing data. And third, that for those reasons, using 

indicators to uniformly measure change without implementing a research design 

that explicitly accounts for differences between neighborhoods and the various 

goals of creative placemaking initiatives is probably not the most effective way of 

understanding the effects of creative placemaking outcomes.

A quick note about that finding. Null results are rarely published in the social 

sciences, yet determining what hypotheses and methods don’t work is a precondi-

tion for progress in any domain. There is good conceptual and theoretical support 

for the indicators systems proposed by the NEA and others in the creative place-

making field. But my attempt to apply them in this “real world” case to assess 

a similarly structured arts intervention in five American communities, suggests 

that the descriptive indicators approach may not hold much practical value as a 

tool for measuring creative placemaking outcomes. That conclusion is of course 

limited to the specific interventions, places, data sets, and analytical methods in-

volved in this particular study; other efforts to use indicators methods in different 

creative placemaking contexts and with a different analytical approach may prove 

more valuable. (For example, in my journal article, mentioned above [Woronko-

wicz 2015], I conducted a controlled analysis in order to take into account other 

confounding factors in addition to the standardized indi-

cators, and I measured and averaged changes across the 

five Levitt neighborhoods. By contrast, the descriptive 

indicators approach used in the present study does not 

take into account other potential confounders and mea-

sures neighborhood changes within each Levitt neigh-

borhood.) But this study adds weight to other concerns 

that have been raised about descriptive indicators-based 

approaches in creative placemaking research, including 

the reasonable objection that community development, 

placemaking, and placekeeping initiatives, no matter how 

comprehensive and large-scale they may be, are only one 

set of factors in a complex community environment, and while they may influence 

outcomes, their specific causal role in any observed demographic or economic 

change may be more difficult or impossible to assess.

In the current study, I found that the descriptive indicators approach failed to take 

into account the conditions that make one neighborhood different from another 

Community development, 

placemaking, and placekeeping

initiatives, no matter how 

comprehensive and large-

scale they may be, are only 

one set of factors in a complex 

community environment.
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Fully understanding a 

neighborhood’s context is 

key to understanding both

the potential and actual 

impacts of a creative 

placemaking initiative.

before a Levitt Pavilion is built. Those conditions are critically important for under-

standing the changes that would have taken place anyway, absent the Levitt Pavil-

ion. Take, for example, the changes we saw in the Arlington Levitt neighborhood: 

a rising proportion of young and educated residents and higher property values 

over the period studied, but also higher poverty rates. At first glance, it appears 

as if the Arlington Levitt neighborhood was undergoing gentrification, making it 

harder for current residents to afford living in the neighborhood. If so, this would 

be an example of precisely the unintended outcomes of creative placemaking 

that some observers have warned against. Yet without understanding the impact 

that the expansion of the University of Texas at Arlington campus had on this 

neighborhood, it is impossible to conclude with any certainty what the reasons for 

these changes may have been. These young and educated residents may be stu-

dents, who are also more likely to fall under the federal poverty line based on their 

reported incomes but may nonetheless contribute economically and in other ways 

to the vitality of the neighborhood. Fully understanding a 

neighborhood’s context, then, is key to understanding both 

the potential and actual impacts of a creative placemaking 

initiative. 

Furthermore, the practice of using a standard set of indi-

cators, such as the set proposed by the NEA’s VALI study, 

encourages comparisons between communities even when 

their starting points (or, statistically, their baseline metrics) 

may be very different. The purpose of presenting coun-

ty-level data alongside data on specific Levitt neighborhoods in this study was 

to provide a basis for comparison that could be useful in interpreting scale differ-

ences among indicator changes. For example, if the rate at which the proportion 

of households renting in a Levitt neighborhood changed more or less than in the 

surrounding county, then one could deduce that neighborhood changes may have 

been a result of some type of localized effort (e.g., the creation of a Levitt Pavil-

ion). The problem with this neighborhood/county comparison is that, even in cas-

es where one knows both baselines, the interpretation of an indicator can still vary 

from one neighborhood to the next. For example, the increasing proportion of 

renters we found in the Arlington Levitt neighborhood may just be a reflection of 

the (positive) impact the university has made on the community by recruiting new 

students to the area—whereas an increase in the proportion of renters in anoth-

er neighborhood may illustrate that residents are being priced out of purchasing 
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their own homes and must rent instead. 

 

Indicators like those used here, which are limited to national data sources, also 

fail to measure certain neighborhood changes for which there is no consistent, 

national data available, such as the social and civic changes that may take place 

alongside a creative placemaking initiative. This is especially important when eval-

uating the impact of a Levitt Pavilion, whose goals include transforming and acti-

vating a neglected public space; contributing to the cohesiveness of the neighbor-

hood and surrounding areas, as well as the city as a whole; and increasing social 

connectivity across demographic boundaries. Audiences at Levitt concerts, many 

of whom are residents of the neighborhood and surrounding areas, are interested 

not just in the economic impacts of a new performing arts venue, but also in how 

the pavilion can serve as a meeting place for them and their neighbors. Sharing 

arts experiences with neighbors can help bring a community together. Focusing 

on broader economic and demographic indicators and other “indirect outcomes” 

of the creative placemaking venture can cause us not only to miss these important, 

less tangible impacts but also to focus disproportionately on the changes that can 

more easily be measured, which may or may not be as important to community 

stakeholders themselves. 

Finally, I found that using indicators to measure creative placemaking success is 

only as good as the data that are available to construct the underlying indica-

tors. The attempt to gauge success across multiple regions relies on the ability 

to access identical data for each region for the same time period. In this study, I 

only used nationally representative data available on all neighborhoods in the U.S. 

between 1990 and 2011, a stricture which prevented me from using data sources 

that might have contributed usefully to the picture of neighborhood change. For 

example, crime statistics and data on schools are generally only available from 

local municipalities, which collect data in very different ways and are therefore not 

directly comparable; interpreting and comparing across the Levitt neighborhoods 

would have involved a fair amount of guesswork.

So this study further supports the caution that the field has recently expressed 

about relying solely on descriptive indicators approaches to measure the impacts 

of creative placemaking initiatives. I concur with the point made by Sarah Lee and 

Nicole Baltazar in their section of this white paper about the value of combining 

indicators-based analysis with “on the ground” data collection about outcomes 
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(intended and unintended) and to develop project-specific, context-specific mea-

surement strategies to study each creative placemaking initiative. To get at how 

the economic and demographic landscape of neighborhoods intersects with the 

introduction of a Levitt Pavilion, more research of that kind—exemplified by the 

audience and community outcomes study discussed in the 

next section of this white paper—will be necessary. 

While this indicators study cautions the field against over-

using indicators to evaluate creative placemaking initia-

tives, it also offers the Levitt Foundation valuable insight 

about how to assess the impact of its work: Levitt and 

other creative placemaking organizations and partnerships 

must clearly articulate their goals and objectives before 

undertaking each project, even if the framework is similar 

across communities, in order to be able to evaluate them 

and learn what has worked and what hasn’t. Measuring the 

success of the Levitt Foundation’s stated mission – to empower communities to 

transform neglected outdoor spaces into welcoming destinations where the power 

of free, live music brings people together and invigorates community life – would 

require multiple research approaches, including but not limited to economic and 

demographic analyses like this indicators study. Since each Levitt community has 

unique local characteristics, trends, and dynamics, each creative placemaking 

intervention begins from a different starting point and operates in a unique en-

vironment. So in order to more fully understand the changes that take place as a 

result of the introduction of a Levitt Pavilion, the organization will need to study 

the preexisting conditions of the pavilion neighborhood in detail before it begins 

to build. By understanding those conditions, Levitt and its local partners can tailor 

their specific goals for neighborhood development and community engagement, 

then measure the relevant factors to determine whether and in what ways those 

goals are being met. That work of customizing both the goals and the evaluation 

criteria of each creative placemaking project’s evaluation will render the indicators 

approach used here—the selective analysis of existing national data sources to 

track and compare changes in disparate placemaking contexts—less useful, but it 

will also bring additional rigor and nuance to our understanding of the role of the 

arts and creativity in community change.

Creative placemaking 

projects must have clearly 

articulated goals and 

objectives in order to be 

able to evaluate them and 

learn what has worked and 

what hasn’t.



In this paper, we describe key findings and implications of the Audience and 

Community Outcomes Exploration, which was completed in late 2014. The goal of 

this component of the project was to use two existing permanent Levitt venues 

to study the outcomes that the Levitt Foundation has hypothesized to flow from 

these venues and their programming, with a particular emphasis on understanding 

the mechanisms by which they may generate those outcomes among individual 

concertgoers as well as the community at large. Rather than offering a compre-

hensive account of the impact of Levitt venues, we focus here on exploring some 

of the key outcomes that appear to stem from attending Levitt concerts and from 

the presence of a permanent Levitt venue in the community, and we discuss some 

of the means by which Levitt venues appear to bring about these outcomes. 

METHODOLOGY

To design the Audience and Community Outcomes Exploration, we first selected 

two of the six established Levitt venues to be the focus of our investigation. We 

aimed to choose sites that differed with respect to region, type of municipality 

in which they were located, age of the venue, kind of programming offered, and 

the socioeconomic, demographic, and cultural profile of the community, and to 

prioritize those that reflect the current strategic direction of the Levitt Founda-

tion regarding new permanent venues in development. We ultimately selected the 

Levitt Pavilion in Pasadena, California, and the Levitt Shell in Memphis, Tennessee 

(see “About the Permanent Levitt Venue Model,” page 59). We conducted our 

field research in Pasadena in the summer of 2013 and in Memphis in the summer 

and fall of 2014.

In both locations, we used a mix of quantitative and qualitative audience research 

methods. To explore the experience of attending a Levitt concert from the per-

spective of individual concertgoers, the research team attended 3–4 concerts at 

each site, using participant observation and in-context interviewing to investi-

gate the social, emotional, and physical experience of attending a concert and 

how attendees interact and participate during the concert. In total, we spoke 

with over 100 individuals across the two venues before, during, and after these 

concerts. We also developed a quantitative survey about the concert experi-

ence, which we administered in pencil-and-paper form at a sample of concerts 

LEVITT VENUES IN MEMPHIS AND PASADENA: 
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throughout each venue’s summer season (8 in Pasadena, 11 in Memphis), using a 

random-intercept protocol to obtain a representative sample of concertgoers. We 

collected 387 completed surveys in Pasadena and 434 in Memphis, with a coop-

eration or response rate of 83% in Pasadena and 89% in Memphis. In addition, to 

understand the broader role that the Levitt venue plays in community life, we con-

ducted in-depth stakeholder interviews, in person and by telephone, with elected 

officials, a variety of local business owners, social- and human-service providers, 

funders and philanthropists, other community and cultural leaders, and Levitt ven-

ue staff and board members of the local Friends of Levitt nonprofit organization. 

We interviewed 14 stakeholders in Pasadena and 18 in Memphis. And finally, we 

held two community discussion groups in each site, each of which included 8–9 

residents representing a range of socio-demographic backgrounds and cultural/

civic participation behaviors. The participants in those discussion groups were a 

mix of individuals who had attended a concert at the Levitt venue in their commu-

nity and those who had not (some of the latter had not even heard of the venue) 

so that we could understand the role of the venue from the perspectives of both 

those who do and don’t attend; roughly half of the participants had never been to 

a concert at a Levitt venue.

KEY FINDINGS

In their 2010 paper, Ann Markusen and Anne Gadwa Nicodemus describe creative 

placemaking as a process in which “partners from public, private, non-profit, and 

community sectors strategically shape the physical and 

social character of a neighborhood, town, city or region 

around arts and cultural activities.”17 There’s a hybridity 

inherent in that definition: a recognition that the arts are 

both the central ingredient in a creative placemaking proj-

ect and a conduit, catalyst, or occasion for activities and 

outcomes that extend far beyond the arts. Levitt venues 

offer a similarly hybrid experience: the music plays a vital 

and central role, but at the same time listening to the music 

becomes a background for social interaction, family time, 

reconnecting with oneself, and other positive experienc-

es. This hybridity is not unique to Levitt venues, of course; 

over time and across cultures, the arts have often been experienced in a social 

context and valued as a social experience. But making this hybridity or duality 

The arts are both the central

ingredient in a creative 

placemaking project and 

a conduit, catalyst, or 

occasion for activities and 

outcomes that extend far 

beyond the arts.
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Beyond paying attention 

to the music, concertgoers 

engage in a variety of social 

and individual activities, 

with neither distracting 

from the other.   

explicit allows us to take an expansive look at the value and outcomes of the live 

music experience at Levitt venues. The quality of the experience is determined 

both by the intrinsic attributes of the musical performance itself and by how the 

music supports or advances the social context in which it is performed. At the 

Levitt venues in Pasadena and Memphis, a large majority of concertgoers told us 

that the music is a key factor in their decision to attend Levitt concerts, and sim-

ilar numbers said the same about spending time with the people they care about 

(see Figure 3). At both venues, we observed concertgoers shifting their attention 

from the music to one another and back again repeatedly over the course of the 

performance. Said one individual whom we interviewed at a concert at the Levitt 

Shell in Memphis, “It’s honestly fifty-fifty about the music and [about] our date. 

We can sit back here so that we’re close enough to hear the music when we want 

to listen, but it’s not so loud that we can’t talk to each other.” Among the perform-

ing arts, music seems to be particularly well-suited to this kind of dual experience; 

shifting one’s attention back and forth at a theatrical production, for instance, 

would feel less natural, even in a correspondingly informal setting like an outdoor 

amphitheater. Yet social interaction during a concert is also unexpected in more 

formal, indoor music performances (think of a classical music concert in a sym-

phony hall). So it appears that it’s the confluence of the artistic form or discipline 

and the informality of the venue and setting that supports this hybrid experience. 

(The NEA also identified this kind of “richly textured arts 

experience” as a key feature of outdoor arts festivals.18) 

Beyond paying attention to the music, concertgoers en-

gage in a variety of social and individual activities, includ-

ing eating picnic dinners, talking to other concertgoers, 

dancing, and playing Frisbee or other recreational

activities. The concerts and those typical park activities 

co-exist comfortably, with neither distracting from the 

other; for instance, we observed dog owners stopping by 

to check out the show midway through a dog walk, and 

groups of children playing on the lawn but also listening to the music. Even fami-

lies with children too young to sit through a concert with fixed seating told us that 

they feel comfortable attending Levitt venues because of the casual, open space 

layout. 

We frequently observed signs of a communal spirit at Levitt concerts, demon-

strated through casual interactions between strangers and, even more so, bonding 
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experiences within concertgoers’ existing social networks. The hybridity of the 

experience appears to be a key condition and catalyst for these interactions. The 

music ensures that the experience is not merely a random coming together of 

people from different walks of life in a public park, but rather a shared, communal 

experience that diverse individuals have together, as a community (see Figure 4). 

Indeed, we found that over half of concertgoers feel connected to their local com-

munity when attending a Levitt concert. One Pasadena concertgoer described 

that connection in terms that, while at the outer range of the emotional impact we 

heard expressed in this study, demonstrate the ways some residents derive deep 

meaning from the Levitt experience: “I don’t have a lot of family here and it is a 

nice, warm feeling to be there. I feel connected to other people there, and it feels 

like family.” And the fact that the music doesn’t require the rapt, focused atten-

tion that it might at a more traditional arts venue, or a different art form, allows 

genuine interactions to take place among concertgoers. “If I’m just attending 

something, there’s no experience of community. If I go out to a play or a concert, 

I don’t really talk to people I don’t know, it’s not culturally acceptable,” said one 

community discussion group participant, drawing a contrast to her experiences at 

the Levitt Pavilion in Pasadena. 

Being able to interact with the people within one’s existing social network is an 

especially important part of the experience for concertgoers. Levitt venues pro-

vide opportunities for individuals who already know one another—family mem-

bers, friends, neighbors, and colleagues—to interact on a regular basis, but in ways 

that are different from their usual encounters. Concertgoers can arrange to attend 
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Memphis Pasadena

FIGURE 3

Being able to spend quality time with 
friends, family and other people you know

Hearing high-quality
live music performances

87%

79%

86%

84%

How important to you are each of the following 
in your decision to attend Levitt venue concerts this summer? 

% selecting a 6 or 7 on a scale of 
1 (“not at all important”) to 7 (“extremely important”)
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Levitt venues provide 

opportunities for “social 

friction,” the bringing 

together of different 

people in a defined space 

in ways that support the 

formation of both bonding 

and bridging social capital.

concerts with others, or they can simply show up and see who is there whom they 

already know. In both Pasadena and Memphis, we observed concertgoers engag-

ing in both planned and unplanned social interactions—sometimes at the same 

time. For example, families or small groups of friends might attend together, then 

run into other groups that they know; small social groups develop into larger ones 

on the lawn. Many interviewees also described being introduced to people who 

were “one degree of separation” away within their social circles, and these new, 

Levitt-facilitated social connections sometimes turn into lasting relationships. 

Sociologists see these moments as important in building “social capital,” the value 

that is derived from existing within and being connected to a social network, 

which contributes to a host of positive economic, health, 

educational, and civic outcomes.19 We noted two kinds of 

social capital being built at Levitt venues. The interactions 

we observed between individuals who already know each 

other can strengthen and deepen bonding social capital,20 

or the ties that connect individuals who are similar to one 

another on some key dimension or already part of a group. 

Bonding social capital is what enables people who don’t 

know each other but who share one or more similarities to 

serve as a social safety net. We also observed interactions 

at both Levitt sites that help build bridging social capital,21 

or points of connection, understanding, and exchange 

across diverse social groups or communities. Levitt ven-

ues provide opportunities for “social friction,” a term coined by urban sociologist 

Richard Sennett to describe the bringing together of different people in a de-

Memphis Pasadena

FIGURE 4

“I feel connected to 
the Memphis/Pasadena community when

I attend concerts at the Levitt venue”

78%

52%

To what extent would you agree or disagree with the following statement?

% selecting a 6 or 7 on a scale of 
1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”)
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fined space in ways that support the formation of both kinds of social capital. We 

found that concertgoers frequently have friendly interactions with strangers. For 

example, while seated next to one another or waiting in line at the food trucks 

or vendor booths, concertgoers from different social groups would often strike 

up conversations about the music, the weather, and other easy-to-relate-to top-

ics. Concertgoers told us that this type of friendly exchange is more common at 

Levitt venues than elsewhere in their communities, and many deeply appreciate it 

and view it as an integral part of the experience that the Levitt venue offers. The 

connections that happen across social groups are, perhaps inevitably, more fleet-

ing than the bonds strengthened within social networks (see Figure 5). Said one 

Memphis discussion group participant, “At [Levitt] concerts, you can have gener-

al conversations with people. It starts a mini-friendship; that’s my buddy for the 

night. And after the concert, you go your separate ways.” But such interactions 

are not the only way that bridging capital can be built; as we discuss below, the 

environment at Levitt venues plays an important role in bringing diverse people 

together in a democratic, “level” place.

The casual and accessible atmosphere at Levitt venues reinforces these dynamics, 

making it more possible for the music to support social connection and interac-

tion, and further distinguishing Levitt concerts from other kinds of arts experienc-

es. From our observations at the venues and conversations with concertgoers, we 

identified distinct attributes that foster that atmosphere. Each venue is open-air, 

located in a public park or other public site, which makes it feel accessible to all 

community members. Concertgoers feel a palpable sense of “all are welcome,” 

Memphis Pasadena

FIGURE 5

Being able to spend quality time with 
friends, family and other people you know

Being able to 
meet new people

89%

81%

36%

84%

How satisfied are you with your experiences at Levitt venue concerts this summer 
with respect to each of the following? 

% selecting a 6 or 7 on a scale of 
1 (“not at all satisfied”) to 7 (“extremely satisfied”)
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heightened by the fact that there are literally no doors or walls to keep some 

inside the venue and others outside of it. Some concertgoers likened the experi-

ence to “being in nature,” saying that they are re-energized and recharged after 

spending time outdoors at Levitt concerts. And the park setting helps concertgo-

ers feel comfortable stopping by casually, without necessarily committing to the 

full evening’s program—or to make a full night of it by bringing a picnic, enjoying 

the onsite food and beverage vendors, or going out to nearby restaurants before 

or after the concert.  

The demographics of the Levitt audiences we surveyed in Pasadena and Memphis 

suggest a level of diversity, along multiple dimensions (see Figure 6), that is rarely 

found in more formal performing arts settings.22 The audiences at both venues 

come from all points along the income distribution, and concertgoers are as likely 

to have a household income of under $25,000 per year as they are to earn over
 

MEMPHIS PASADENA

Study 
population

U.S. Census 
data (for 
the Mem-
phis Metro 
Area, 2014)

Study 
population

U.S. Census 
data (for 
the Los An-
geles-Long 
Beach-Ana-
heim Metro 
Area, 2014)

Average age:

40 years - 44 years -
Average annual household income:

$80,860 $47,647 $82,370 $60,337

Do you consider yourself to be 
Hispanic or Latino?

Yes 4% 5% 30% 45%

What category or categories 
best describe your race?

White 82% 46% 50% 31%

African-American or Black        13% 46% 18% 7%

Asian 3% 2% 11% 15%

American Indian or Alaska Native 2% <1% 4% <1%

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 1% <1% 3% <1%

Other 3% 2% 23% 2%

FIGURE 6
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$150,000. Concerts also attract an age-diverse audience. The intergenerational 

appeal of Levitt concerts is particularly pronounced, and parents (as well as those 

without children at home) were enthusiastic about the family-friendliness of Levitt 

venues (see Figure 7), which stems from both the space (“My kids have free-

dom to move around,” said one Memphis concertgoer) and the programming (a 

stakeholder in Memphis told us, “They do a really great job of choosing acts that 

are very talented and that appeal to a widespread range of people. The music is 

enjoyable for all ages without alienating or offending anyone”). 

In Pasadena, the audience was also representative of the broader population of 

the city in terms of race and ethnicity (see, again, Figure 6). That picture was 

more mixed in Memphis: the audience at the Levitt Shell is less diverse than the 

city overall, with African-Americans underrepresented. The city of Memphis as a 

whole is just over 60% black, though the neighborhood immediately surrounding 

Levitt Shell and Overton Park is nearly 60% white. (Levitt Shell may, however, still 

be more diverse than other popular leisure-time activities in the city, a sentiment 

that some stakeholders and concertgoers expressed. One concertgoer said, “This 

place is the only thing like it in Memphis. A place where people can come togeth-

er—all races, creeds, and kinds.”) Memphis is, of course, a city with a long history 

of residential segregation and one in which race and ethnicity have been socially 

and politically charged for generations—and those divisions can be felt when it 

comes to who may feel welcome in public space. In our view, this points to the 

importance of being attentive to the underlying social geography of a place when 

selecting a site for a creative placemaking project, especially if that project’s goals 

include connecting people across social divides. 
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Memphis Pasadena

FIGURE 7

Being in a family-friendly atmosphere
85%

84%

How satisfied are you with your experiences at Levitt venue concerts this summer 
with respect to the following? 

% selecting a 6 or 7 on a scale of 
1 (“not at all satisfied”) to 7 (“extremely satisfied”)
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Nevertheless, concertgoers in both cities feel that the audiences for Levitt venues 

are more diverse than the groups they encounter around other leisure-time activ-

ities they participate in, especially arts-based activities, in their cities and find this 

a welcome reinforcement of their sense of community. A discussion group partic-

ipant in Memphis told us, “It [Levitt Shell] feels inclusive, and when you are doing 

something that feels inclusive, it feels more wholesome, it feels more enriching. It 

makes the experience more comfortable for me.”

 

The fact that all concerts have an open lawn setting and free admission is anoth-

er critical attribute of the Levitt model (see Figure 8). It engenders a “leveling” 

effect that makes concertgoers feel a sense of equality with their fellow audience 

members, and a sense that socioeconomic differences fade away while enjoy-

ing a Levitt concert. This is not simply because ticket price isn’t a barrier to en-

try—though the concertgoers we spoke with do appreciate that free admission 

explicitly makes the concert accessible to those from all points along the income 

distribution. The fact that “good seats” are available to anyone, not just those who 

can afford them, and that everyone can sit where they like is critical to giving con-

certgoers equal access to the same quality of experience. Said one stakeholder in 

Pasadena, “You may have the mayor or a homeless guy sitting next to you—every-

body is there enjoying the evening,” a comment that suggests that bridging social 

capital can be created through mechanisms other than overt interactions between 
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Memphis Pasadena

FIGURE 8

Being outdoors

Being in an open lawn setting

How satisfied are you with your experiences at Levitt venue concerts this summer 
with respect to each of the following? 

% selecting a 6 or 7 on a scale of 
1 (“not at all satisfied”) to 7 (“extremely satisfied”)

Having a place to move about freely, 
dance, sing and play

92%

88%

90%

81%

74%

69%
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strangers. The pick-your-seat approach also means that, excepting practical con-

siderations like how close to the start time they arrive, concertgoers feel a sense 

of autonomy in choosing the experience that they want to 

have—whether to be close or far from the stage, whether 

to dance, toss a Frisbee, chat with friends or just sit and 

listen to the music. 

The low barriers to entry, combined with the positive expe-

riences that so many have, make it possible for people to 

make Levitt concerts a regular feature of their cultural and 

entertainment landscape during each venue’s concert sea-

son. Concertgoers can easily drop by a Levitt concert without advance planning 

and can come and go as they please. Over half of all concertgoers at both venues 

report that they attend at least 2–3 concerts each summer (see Figure 9). This 

gives rise to a virtuous cycle: concertgoers come back regularly, which increases 

their chances of re-connecting with those they already know or meeting a strang-

er, which makes them feel an even greater sense of belonging in the community 

life found at the venues, which may ultimately make them want to come back 

again.

Part of what makes Levitt concerts such a “repeatable” experience, moreover, 

is that they are almost universally expected to feature high-quality music. Audi-

ences have developed a strong sense of trust in the programming decisions that 

Levitt venues make. They know that the performers booked by Levitt venues will 

be critically acclaimed and will meet high standards of quality, whether they are 

local musicians or artists of national stature. While the music is a central reason 

that people attend, many of those we spoke with choose to attend irrespective 

of the particular artists performing (a discussion group participant in Pasadena 

commented that, “for the most part, there are [musicians] 

playing there that you don’t really know; you stop because 

it’s a fun environment”). They have come to view Levitt 

as a trusted curator who can expose them to new music 

genres and unfamiliar artists in a way that they feel sure to 

enjoy. This may suggest that the success of Levitt venues 

hinges not just on creating welcoming, appealing public spaces but also on being 

astute artistic programmers who know what will appeal to a diverse cross-section 

of their communities.
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Turning from the outcomes of the concert experience on individual concertgoers 

to the broader, community-wide impact of the venues, we learned that the pres-

ence of Levitt venues in each of these cities has played, and continues to play, 

an important role in broader physical and economic revitalization efforts in the 

immediate neighborhood and surrounding areas. In both Pasadena and Memphis, 

the local Friends of Levitt nonprofit organization, in partnership with the city gov-

ernment and the Levitt Foundation, took an existing but run-down WPA-era band 

shell, restored it physically, and reactivated it programmatically. In Memphis, the 

Overton Park band shell was on the verge of being razed, and so the Levitt efforts 

literally saved it from destruction. In both cities, local stakeholders with whom we 
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Memphis Pasadena

FIGURE 9

Only one other concert before tonight

More than once, 
but do not attend every summer

How often do attend concerts at the Levitt venue?

13%

21%

10%

11%

Typically attend one concert
each summer

6%

10%

Typically attend 2 - 3
concerts each summer

19%

25%

Typically attend 4 or more
concerts each summer

48%

31%

Have you been to a concert at the Levitt Shell/Levitt Pavilion before?

Memphis 17%83%
Yes No

Pasadena 74% 26%
Yes No
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spoke repeatedly pointed to ways that the physical restoration of the band shells 

contributed to reinvestment in and revitalization of the park in which the venues 

are located. Memorial Park in Pasadena had been rela-

tively inactive and, in the words of one local stakeholder, 

“the park was ignored, the City didn’t spend money on it.” 

But the same interviewee said that community members 

now see the park itself as worthy of attention and invest-

ment because of the Levitt venue, with people making use 

of the venue and surrounding parkland outside of Levitt 

programming: “It [Levitt Pavilion] enhances the positive 

image [of the park]. It is a beautiful venue, and when they 

are not there for the [concert] series, people have respect 

for the park and they maintain the park.” Overton Park, in Memphis, was similarly 

under-maintained and in disuse according to a stakeholder there: “In the days be-

fore the Shell was restored by Levitt, the park was pretty blighted. There was lots 

of litter, and fewer people used the park even to go jogging or walk around. There 

was lots of suspicious activity: crime, drugs, solicitation.” This points to a particu-

larly important shift that these restoration efforts brought about: an improvement 

in community members’ perceptions of the safety of the parks and the safety of 

the surrounding neighborhood. One Pasadena stakeholder told us that “the park 

used to be really scary and not family-friendly.” Yet now, concertgoers almost 

unanimously report feeling safe at each venue, attesting to the changed way they 

view the area (see Figure 10).

In Memphis, the restoration of the Overton Park band shell offered an additional 

benefit to the community, injecting renewed civic pride and bringing back to life 

a historically significant gathering place. One stakeholder told us how the venue, 

once called Overton Park Shell, was a critical site in the musical history of Mem-

phis: “It’s a cultural icon here in Memphis. People remem-

ber it as the original shell for operettas, symphonies. Peo-

ple in the ‘70s heard every rock group that ever was. Elvis 

played there before he was famous. You can’t measure the 

impact of that on the city of Memphis.” It also had a rich 

tradition of showcasing African-American performers from 

Memphis and beyond. Given that music and musical culture are deeply intertwined 

with Memphis’ identity and Memphians’ sense of place, saving and restoring the 

Overton shell helped preserve an important part of the culture. More broadly, and 
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in both communities, Levitt venues contribute to community residents’ “pride of 

place,” becoming a critical pillar in each city’s cultural landscape and an ongoing 

citywide destination. Said one Pasadena stakeholder, “[It’s] part of community 

pride. I would put Levitt Pavilion on a list of things that make Pasadena. It would 

be on the 10 best things [about the city].”

The Levitt venues also support revitalization of the area by spurring econom-

ic activity in the neighborhood around the venue. Concertgoers patronize local 

businesses, including bars, restaurants, and retail outlets, before and after the 

show (see Figure 11); this has the potential to both keep economic activity in the 

neighborhood (i.e., spending by local residents who might have otherwise left 

the neighborhood for the evening) and draw incremental spending to the area 

(by those who travel to the neighborhood for a Levitt concert). In the words of 

one Pasadena stakeholder, “People go to dinner before or after. Or they’ll go have 

some yogurt, or they’ll go do a little shopping.” We heard the same sentiment in 

Memphis, with one business owner telling us, “The [restoration of the] Levitt Shell 

has had a really positive impact on this cafe. Last week, we got slammed right be-
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Memphis Pasadena

“The Levitt venue has had a positive 
influence on the safety of Overton Park/

Memorial Park and the surrounding areas”

79%

75%

To what extent would you agree or disagree with the following statement?

% selecting a 6 or 7 on a scale of 
1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”)

Memphis Pasadena

FIGURE 10

Being at the Levitt venue 
during the concert

96%

93%

In general, how safe do you feel?

% selecting a 6 or 7 on a scale of 
1 (“completely unsafe”) to 7 (“completely safe”)
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fore the concert and also got a little boost in customers coming after the show.... 

For area restaurants, the Shell is a great thing.” The Levitt venues also invite local 

food and beverage vendors, including food trucks, and artisans to set up stands at 

the concerts, providing a direct way for local businesses to benefit from concert 

activity. While these data points don’t provide a rigorous assessment of the eco-

nomic impact of the venues (and, as many economists and other social scientists 

have pointed out, there are reasons to be skeptical of the ways economic impact 

analysis is conducted in the arts23), they do point to the additional economic ac-

tivity that coincides with attending a Levitt concert.

In both communities, the Levitt venues are perceived to have had an important 

catalytic and contributory role in the broader revitalization of the neighborhoods 

beyond the park. Referring to a nearby commercial zone, one Memphis stake-

holder said, “I think the revitalization of Overton Square after the revitalization 

of the Levitt Shell is not accidental. I think the Shell was a positive influence on 

getting momentum behind what’s happening in Overton Square. For thirty years, 

[Overton Square] was dead and it is completely revitalized at this point.” Howev-

er, in neither case was the venue solely responsible for that shift. In Pasadena, the 

downtown area was already in the midst of a transformation, and the Levitt venue 

played an important role in contributing to the overall success of that transforma-

tion. One stakeholder called Pasadena’s Levitt Pavilion “the last key missing part, 

tipping the scale” of the revitalization of downtown. In Memphis, saving the Over-

Memphis Pasadena

FIGURE 11

Purchase something from a 
food/beverage or artisan vendor 

at the concert

Eat/drink at a restaurant/bar 
near the Levitt venue

Did you or do you plan to do any of the following this evening?

Shop at a store near the Levitt venue

62%

57%

46%

50%

24%

34%
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ton Park band shell from being razed and relaunching it as the Levitt Shell added 

momentum to the revitalization of Overton Park and the surrounding neighbor-

hood of Overton Square, both coinciding with a variety of local developments and 

sparking additional investments. 

This contributory role is consistent with the way that the Levitt Foundation iden-

tifies potential communities to support. As referenced in its theory of change, in 

addition to looking at a community’s need (whether it has a substantial neglected 

or underutilized public space, and whether it lacks accessible arts and cultural 

offerings), the Levitt Foundation also considers whether a community is ready for 

such an investment: is there existing commitment and support from local leader-

ship and residents to improve a public space and the surrounding area? In both 

Memphis and Pasadena, that dual picture of need and readiness meant that there 

was support not just for the Levitt project but also actual or latent support for 

parallel development and revitalization activities with similar goals.

Levitt venues also appear to help strengthen the civic fabric of the communities 

in which they’re located by giving a platform to local nonprofit organizations and 

other local entities, though the emphasis on these activities varies from venue to 

venue. In both Pasadena and Memphis, local nonprofits and community partners 

are invited to attend concerts and set up booths, enabling them to be present at 

concerts in order to talk with community members and raise awareness of their 

initiatives and resources for the community. A Pasadena nonprofit leader said that 

Levitt concerts provide “a great opportunity.…to have our staff out there connect-

ing with the youth, to have the opportunity to be there and educate the public on 

energy and water conservation.” In other cases, nonprofits host their own events 

in Levitt venues, giving them a sense of ownership over the space. One Memphis 

stakeholder said, “People can throw events there. That enhances the thought 

that the Shell is our venue. During the Shell’s season, it’s the Shell putting on the 

season; that’s awesome, we feel invited and go partake. But other people throw-

ing events enhances the idea that this is our Shell.” This extends to the local arts 

and cultural community too: Levitt venues are also a vehicle for other arts orga-

nizations, sometimes in collaboration with the local Friends of Levitt, to provide 

similarly community-minded arts programming. The creation of a Friends of Levitt 

organization during the development process for each venue also helps to bind 

the facility to the community, ensuring that each Levitt venue is authentically 

of the community and paving the way for an ongoing relationship between the 
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community and the space. And because local Friends of Levitt staff take the stage 

prior to the concert to thank audiences for helping the 

Levitt venue serve as a community gathering space, simply 

attending a concert at a Levitt venue can feel like an act of 

civic engagement; concertgoers feel they are doing their 

part to help animate and sustain an important communi-

ty space. Over a third of individual concertgoers also feel 

that Levitt concerts encourage and inspire them to be more civically engaged 

(see Figure 12).

As with many placemaking projects, there appears to be a geographic gradient 

to Levitt’s impact within the community: its influence, particularly with respect to 

the physical and economic revitalization it helps catalyze, is felt most strongly in 

the area immediately surrounding the venue and less strongly further away. Never-

theless, each venue serves a citywide, and sometimes region-wide, audience. Over 

half of the concertgoers at the Levitt Pavilion in Pasadena come from outside of 

Pasadena proper, and the audience at the Levitt Shell in Memphis represents a 

wide range of neighborhoods in Memphis as well as suburban communities out-

side of the city (the Memphis audience represents 79 different ZIP codes based 

on our survey data, though they are concentrated in the neighborhoods immedi-

ately around Overton Park). But we did find that, in many cases, the connection to 

community is strongest among those who live closest to the venue; for example, 

Pasadena residents felt a much stronger connection to the community while at 

concerts than their counterparts from outside of Pasadena (see Figure 13), though 

we did not see as stark a contrast in Memphis.
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Memphis Pasadena

FIGURE 12

“The Levitt venue inspires me to get 
more involved in the local community”

45%

34%

To what extent would you agree or disagree with the following statement?

% selecting a 6 or 7 on a scale of 
1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”)
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we found that Levitt venues offer a hybrid experience of the arts 

and community connection, which helps to foster a deeply communal spirit at 

Levitt concerts. The musical performance offers an experience that is shared 

among those in attendance, while still allowing social interaction and connection 

among audience members to take place. Being able to interact with people within 

one’s existing social network is an especially important part of the experience for 

many concertgoers, making Levitt venues a successful platform for what sociolo-

gists call “bonding social capital,” or the ties that connect members of a group to 

each other and form a social safety net. We also found that Levitt venues foster 

interactions across social networks, building “bridging social capital,” or points 

of connection, understanding, and exchange between and across diverse social 

groups. Levitt concertgoers feel a sense of “all are welcome,” which is heightened 

by the fact that there are literally no doors or walls to keep some in the venue and 

others outside of it. The open lawn setting at all Levitt venues and free admission 

for the concert series engender a “leveling” effect: concertgoers feel a sense of 

equality with their fellow audience members, a sense that socioeconomic differ-

ences fade away while enjoying a Levitt concert. Still, the music is not incidental 

to those social effects; Levitt concerts are almost universally expected to include 

high-quality music, and audiences believe that the acts presented by Levitt ven-

ues will meet high standards whether they are local musicians or artists of national 

stature. 

The presence of Levitt venues in these two cities played, and continues to play, an 
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FIGURE 13
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important role in broader physical and economic revitalization efforts in the im-

mediate neighborhoods and surrounding areas, as well. The restoration of existing 

band shells in both communities contributed to reinvestment in and reactivation 

of the parks where they are located. The Levitt venues also support revitalization 

of the area by spurring economic activity in the neighborhoods around the venue, 

with concertgoers patronizing local businesses such as bars, restaurants, and retail 

outlets before and after the show. In both Memphis and Pasadena, the Levitt ven-

ues are perceived to have had an important catalytic and contributory role in the 

broader revitalization of the neighborhoods beyond the parks, but in neither case 

was the venue solely responsible for those developments. This is probably true 

of most creative placemaking efforts, and it is consistent with the way the Levitt 

Foundation selects communities for a possible Levitt venue: considering both the 

community’s need (whether it has substantial neglected or underutilized public 

space, and whether it lacks accessible arts and cultural offerings) and its readiness 

(whether there is commitment and support from local leadership and residents 

to improve a public space and the surrounding area). In both of the cities studied 

in this evaluation, that dual picture of need and readiness appears to have been 

well supported: the Levitt venue was one among several strategies for communi-

ty vitality, and the readiness and commitment showed by local stakeholders was 

reflected in their support not just for the Levitt project but also for parallel under-

takings with similar goals.
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Every creative placemaking project is unique; the 

strategies that each will find successful depend 

highly on the goals it is trying to achieve and on 

the specific context in which it operates. Never-

theless, we offer a few thoughts about what these 

findings about Levitt venues, and the mechanisms 

by which they affect the individual concertgoers 

who participate and the broader community 

around them, suggest for the field at large. The 

following implications may be particularly salient 

for other creative placemaking projects that have 

free, live music programming at their core.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD       
Sarah Lee | Slover Linett 
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Levitt’s success hinges, in part, on the way that individual venues have been 

able to build trust among their communities for consistently providing interest-

ing, high quality, and diverse music programming. Without that trust, concert-

goers likely wouldn’t be as eager to return throughout the concert season—and 

frequency helps build community. Creative placemaking projects must pay 

equal attention to the creative and artistic programming they offer, as well 

as the physical attributes that support community-building and social capi-

tal-building—it may be helpful to think in terms of hybrid experiences, in which 

the art itself is closely interwoven with social connection and participation. 

In creative placemaking, programming is as important as place in 

providing a compelling and communal experience for participants.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD         
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD         

To bring together a truly diverse community, music-centered projects may 

need to include programming that authentically reflects the diverse back-

grounds and varied tastes of that community. And the fact that admission is 

“free” may not necessarily be enough to inspire participation in outdoor live 

music concerts from a broad cross-section of the community. Offering a di-

verse and eclectic roster of music genres and performers, all of high quality, 

is critical to making sure the venue doesn’t speak, or is perceived to speak, to 

just one segment of the population. Levitt audiences have developed a strong 

sense of trust in the programmatic decisions that the Friends of Levitt in their 

communities make, believing that the acts will be high quality, whether they 

are local musicians or artists of national stature. This trust makes it possible for 

Levitt to present a variety of music genres, thus attracting and building diverse 

audiences. 

For music providers in particular, a venue’s programming can 

communicate subtle but important messages regarding who 

might feel welcome. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD         

Levitt venues are in public parks that serve a mixed socioeconomic community 

and are near public transit, offer an open lawn setting, and are free to attend, 

and those attributes seem critical to making the experience casual, informal, 

hybrid, democratized, and repeatable. When developing a project, creative 

placemakers and their colleagues should carefully consider how their space 

or location establishes or reinforces the kind of participation they hope to 

see—for instance, how does the design of the space inform whether people sit, 

stand, or dance, as well as whom they sit, stand, or dance next to—as well as 

how potential barriers to entry (like location, price, cultural context, perception, 

etc.) inform who participates and how frequently they participate.

The physical and logistical attributes of a creative placemaking 

project will guide how people participate in, and how they 

benefit from, the experience.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD         

When welcoming audiences to a concert, the local Friends of Levitt staff com-

municate explicitly that the intention of the Levitt program is to create connec-

tions and build community during the concert and beyond. Awareness of these 

goals allows community members to act in supportive ways, becoming “regu-

lars” at the venue, inviting friends and neighbors to join them, and engaging in 

friendly conversations with those around them. Local audiences can be strong 

advocates for creative places, encouraging their friends, family, and community 

members to attend and support these initiatives. Communicating a clear, spe-

cific message about community-building goals gives audiences the language 

to cement their own feelings about the creative place and communicate those 

feelings to others. 

Communicating explicitly about a project’s community-building 

goals with participants and residents can help to engage them 

as informal ambassadors. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD         

The Levitt Foundation deliberately considers a community’s “need” and “read-

iness” when selecting communities to collaborate with, which helps to estab-

lish a meaningful presence long before concert programming even begins. By 

recognizing when a community is poised for revitalization or when there are 

other investments being made in a community’s social capital, placemakers 

can leverage their work for maximum impact and can help tip a community 

toward new levels of engagement. But a community’s existing characteristics 

and history aren’t immediately rewritten when a creative placemaking project 

is introduced. For example, patterns of racial segregation or community divide 

can limit a project’s potential if the specific site selected embeds those existing 

patterns (especially if the programmatic strategy doesn’t intentionally invite 

new patterns of participation). As much as possible, creative placemaking 

initiatives should go into communities with open eyes. An in-depth awareness 

of a community’s deep-rooted challenges can help initiatives set appropriate 

goals and develop targeted strategies for high-impact creative placemaking.

The history and sociology of the community in which the 

creative placemaking project takes place, and the specific site 

that is chosen, will profoundly inform the way the project unfolds. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD         
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD         

Though the Levitt Foundation is a national organization that provides the 

framework and helps guide the process, the development of each Levitt venue 

is implemented by a local Friends of Levitt organization and operated by local 

staff. Such embeddedness in the local community can help to ensure that a 

creative placemaking project is undertaken in coordination with other ongoing 

revitalization or improvement efforts and that it creates mechanisms for the 

community to authentically influence how the project contributes to the com-

munity’s most pressing needs. Given that the aims of most creative placemak-

ing projects are ambitious and systemic—it may simply not be realistic for any 

single project alone to substantially move the needle on a community’s overall 

livability or economic vitality or social connectedness—connecting it with other 

social efforts and stakeholders is critical for effectively unlocking the full poten-

tial of a project.

Partnership, coordination, and collaboration are essential 

creative placemaking skills and key to ensuring that the 

placemaking project remains community-driven. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD         

Indicators can show how a community has changed over time with respect to 

certain, nationally-available data, but they are limited in their ability both to 

connect those changes with a specific creative placemaking intervention and 

to assess a project with respect to its unique goals (data about which are rare-

ly available in national datasets). We are, by no means, the first or only voices 

to say this, and the creative placemaking field has been embracing the notion 

that primary data collection efforts should be combined with the existing 

indicators frameworks in order to assess the impact of individual placemaking 

projects. We believe that this study illustrates this, showing how project-specif-

ic assessment reveals new insights about both the efficacy of creative place-

making projects and the mechanisms by which they operate—insights that 

would not be reached through an indicators approach alone.

There isn’t a “one size fits all” method of assessing the success 

of creative placemaking projects. 
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ABOUT THE PERMANENT LEVITT VENUE MODEL         

Permanent Levitt venues represent significant creative placemaking investments 

for the Levitt Foundation. Each begins with a community coming together, deter-

mined to transform an underused public space into a vibrant destination through 

the arts. City leaders and engaged citizens connect with the Levitt Foundation to 

form a partnership to build or renovate an outdoor venue in the public space and 

to present 50 free, professional concerts of the highest caliber every year. 

As locally-driven efforts, permanent Levitt venues reflect the character of their 

city as seen through venue design and concert programming. Each venue is man-

aged, programmed and supported by an independent Friends of Levitt nonprofit 

partner. Typically geared to cities with populations over 400,000, permanent Lev-

itt venues are located on public land, usually in parks, and are City-owned facilities 

in locations accessible to a wide range of socioeconomic groups. The City com-

mits to maintain the Levitt venue and site year-round. Through this public/private 

partnership, resources are leveraged to reduce expenses and ensure cost-efficient 

operations.

Once a permanent Levitt venue opens, it becomes a magnet for community. Peo-

ple from throughout the community are involved and invested in the success of 

the concert series, from volunteers, concertgoers, and donors to community part-

ners and local sponsors. When Levitt concerts are not in season, permanent Levitt 

venues are available for use by other organizations such as nonprofits, schools 

and universities, and community groups for a broad range of events including 

additional music events, theatrical performances, community programs, festivals, 

holiday celebrations, and private functions. 

While each permanent Levitt venue receives the majority of its annual funding 

from the community, each benefits from the annual support, resources and best 

practices provided by the Levitt Foundation. 

LEVITT PARTNERS

Friends of Levitt

Levitt
Pavilions

City
GovernmentFoundation

Levitt
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FRIENDS OF LEVITT 

     • A 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization with a local board of directors and       

professional staff

     • Leads capital campaign to raise funds to construct the new Levitt venue

     • Produces annual Levitt series of 50 free, professional concerts featuring an 

array of music genres

     • Raises majority of funds to sustain operations and support the annual      

concert series from the community

     • Manages Levitt venue year-round in partnership with the City

     • Participates in national Levitt programs and initiatives

     • Receives grants, support and resources from the Levitt Foundation

CITY

     • Takes an active role in construction of the new Levitt venue

     • Provides ongoing maintenance of the Levitt venue, site infrastructure 

and surrounding grounds 

     • Provides free use of the Levitt venue to Friends of Levitt for the 

annual concert series

     • Provides access to public restrooms, utilities and other resources at 

no cost to Friends of Levitt

LEVITT FOUNDATION 

     • Provides seed funding to renovate or build an outdoor music venue,     

known as a Levitt Pavilion or Levitt Shell

     • Provides guidance in establishing the partnership between Friends of Levitt 

and the City

     • Provides multi-year annual operating support to partially fund the Friends   

of Levitt nonprofit partner

     • Offers capacity building tools, support resources and technical assistance   

in all aspects of nonprofit management to help achieve maximum impact

     • Provides best practices in areas such as operations, fundraising, community 

outreach, and artist relations

     • Provides streamlined support and cost-saving resources to the network of 

Friends of Levitt nonprofit partners

     • Facilitates information sharing and peer-to-peer networking opportunities 

with all Friends of Levitt partners

Each permanent Levitt venue shares the common mission of building community 

through music. The success of each Levitt venue arises from the close collabora-

tion of the local Friends of Levitt nonprofit, City government, and the Levitt Foun-

dation. Each partner commits to its role in launching and sustaining the venue and 

annual free programming.

ABOUT THE PERMANENT LEVITT VENUE MODEL         



Improvement of 
overall city livability 
(e.g., safety, green 
spaces, arts access, 
neighborhood stabili-
ty, further addition of 
third spaces, etc.)

Local economy given 
a boost

Better quality of 
life for community 
members

Stronger sense of 
neighborliness within 
cities

Increased communi- 
ty resilience (i.e., 
improved ability of 
the community to 
withstand and recov-
er from adversity)

Greater attachment 
to and desire to stay 
in the community by 

residents and busi-
ness owners

Greater 
awareness and 

support of the 
arts as a vehicle for 
transformation of 
communities

Community 
need

• Neglected or      
underutilized 
public space

• Lack of accessible 
arts & culture 
offerings

Community 
readiness

• Desire to improve 
an area or neigh-
borhood

• Desire to make arts 
& culture offerings 
accessible to 
community

• Committed 
local leadership—      
government and 
private sector

• Community       
support/ buy-in

• Public space 
accessible to range 
of socioeconomic 
groups

• Sufficient popu-
lation to generate 
audience and 
sustain pavilion

Development of 
Levitt venue

• Evaluation and 
 approval of 

proposed site for 
Levitt venue

• Coordination with 
other area revital-
ization efforts

• Formation of local 
Friends of Levitt 
nonprofit

• Execute long-term 
agreement with 
City, local Levitt 
nonprofit, and   
Levitt Foundation

• Garner broad-
based community 
engagement and 
support

• Local fundraising

• Disbursement of 
Levitt Foundation 
funds

• Building or renova-
tion of venue

Free music 
performances

• 50 free concerts annually at 
each Levitt venue

•  ≥ 3 performances per week 
over designated time period

• Open lawn setting for   
informal social experience

• Programming that’s 
family-friendly, musically 
and culturally diverse, and 
responsive to local traditions 
and tastes

• Pre-concert events, 
workshops, and children’s 
activities

• Mix of acclaimed 
local, regional, national and         
international artists

• High-quality sound and 
lighting

• Emcee who welcomes 
audience and encourages 
participation and support

• Booths for community 
partners (including other 
nonprofits), sponsors, food 
vendors, artisans, local 
Levitt nonprofit, etc.

• Volunteer and internship 
opportunities

• Donation opportunities  
(e.g., donation bucket, etc.)

Additional Levitt events, (e.g., 
film series, festivals, battle of 
the bands, holiday events, etc.)

Non-Levitt 
community activities

• Venue use/rental by local 
groups, nonprofits and 
schools for performances 
(e.g., theater, dance, music, 
etc.)

• Venue use/rental for other 
community events (e.g., 
festivals, charity events, 
graduations, religious 
services, holidays, rallies, 
etc.)
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Levitt Foundation

• Levitt model: 
national foundation 
+ local Levitt 
nonprofit + City 
government

• Levitt Foundation: 
funds, vision, 
resources, brand, 
and experience

• Growing national 
network of outdoor 
music venues 

Levitt Foundation 
expectations for 
local Levitt non-
profits

• Follow Levitt pro-
gram guidelines

• Meet fundraising 
benchmarks

• Implement best 
practices for 
Levitt program and 
nonprofit manage-
ment/governance

• Report data and 
share information

Levitt Foundation ongoing 
support and activities

• Operating and capacity- 
building grants for local 
Levitt nonprofits

• Technical assistance in 
all aspects of nonprofit      
management/governance

• Guidance on implemen-
tation of program best 
practices

• Network-wide program-
ming initiatives (e.g., 
National Tour)

• Facilitation of peer-to-peer 
events, network information 
sharing and dialogue a- 
mong local Levitt nonprofits

• In-kind support and 
streamlined resources (e.g., 
subscriptions, Intranet)

• Program messaging and 
brand recognition and 
resources, leveraged locally 
(e.g., videos, data capture)

• Marketing/prospect data 
shared  with local Levitt 
nonprofits

• Coordination of national 
sponsorships

• National knowledge         
dissemination (e.g., 
conference presentations, 
publications, etc.)

• Commissioned research 
on program impact and 
creative placemaking 
outcomes

Levitt program 
outputs

• # of concerts 
presented

• # of concertgoers

• Demographics of 
concertgoers

• # of volunteers/
interns 

• Demographics of 
volunteers/interns 

• # of musicians paid 
to perform

• # of music genres 
presented

• $ earned by musi-
cians (from Levitt 
and through sale of 
merchandise)

• # of sponsors and 
$ received 

• # of local donors 
and $ received 
(includes concert-
goers)

• # of community 
partners

• $ earned by food 
vendors and 
artisans

Non-Levitt activity 
outputs

• # of venue uses/
rentals

• $ earned from 
venue rentals

• # of attendees 
for local group 
performances and 
other community 
events

Levitt network 
outputs

• # of Levitt non-
profits

• # of active Levitt 
sites 

• # and $ of Levitt 
grants provided 
to local Levitt 
nonprofits

• # of Levitt network 
gatherings and 
Levitt site visits by 
local Levitt staffs 
and boards

• # of streamlined 
resources

• # of awards and 
recognitions 
received

• # of data prospects 
shared with local 
Levitt nonprofits

• # of national 
sponsors and $ 
received

• # of conference 
presentations and 
speaking engage-
ments

• # of reports/arti-
cles shared with 
arts community, 
nonprofit sector 
and municipal 
leaders

Physical and environ-
mental transforma-
tion of neglected 
space, increasing 
its public use and 
liveliness

Undesirable space 
becomes an ongoing 
community gather-
ing space and city-
wide destination

Shared
experiences

• Concertgoers feel 
welcomed and 
valued

• Increased social 
interactions within 
families and social 
networks, including 
quality family time 
and (re)connection 
with friends

• Increased social 
interactions across 
social networks 
and socioeconomic 
and demographic 
boundaries

• Active, informal, 
social participation 
in the concert 
experience, from 
picnicking and so-
cializing to dancing 
and singing 

• Shared enjoyment 
of live music, 
including discovery 
of new bands, 
music styles, and 
cultures

Concertgoers...

• Feel socially 
enriched

• Feel personally 
inspired

• Have greater 
awareness and 
respect for others, 
sense of neighborli-
ness

• Feel more connect-
ed to the communi-
ty, greater pride 
of place

• Are more inter-
ested in attending 
music and arts & 
culture events

• Are more aware of 
available communi-
ty resources

• Enjoy a greater 
sense of well-being

• Feel attached to 
the Levitt brand

Live music perfor-
mances are more 
accessible within the 
community, across 
social and economic 
boundaries

Increased positive 
perceptions of 
the public space/
Levitt site within the 
community

Increased financial 
support and visibility 
within the commu-
nity for musicians, 
artisan vendors, 
local nonprofits, food 
vendors, etc.

Strong Levitt 
network

• Sustainable and 
well-managed local 
Levitt nonprofits, 
implementing 
program best prac-
tices and upholding 
Levitt standards

Increased under-
standing of the 
potential of creative 
placemaking and 
its impact by the 
nonprofit sector, 
civic leaders and 
policymakers

Safer, cleaner public 
spaces near and 
around Levitt venue

Additional invest-
ment in public spac-
es and arts projects 
by public and private 
funders

Increased positive 
perceptions of the 
areas surrounding 
the public space/
Levitt site 

Increase in com-
munity inclusivity, 
including high 
expectations, social 
support, and oppor-
tunities for participa-
tion by all community 
members

Increased apprecia-
tion for and partici-
pation in the arts

Increased communi-
ty engagement, in-
cluding participation 
in events, fundraising, 
volunteerism, use 
of community 
resources, and other 
improvement efforts

Greater social inte-
gration across demo-
graphic boundaries 
within the community 
(e.g., in residential 
neighborhoods, 
schools, leadership, 
community groups, 
etc.)
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ACTIVITIES
INITIAL                        ONGOING

OUTPUTS OUTCOMES
INITIAL               INTERMEDIATE

IMPACTS
(also influenced by outside factors not 

within Levitt’s control)
INPUTS

Potential unintended impacts 
(e.g., gentrification, displace-
ment, crime shifting opportunis-
tically, greater social integration 
leads to reinforcement of 
existing barriers, etc.)

PERMANENT LEVITT VENUE PROGRAM LOGIC MODEL        
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Levitt Pavilion Pasadena is located in Memorial Park, a few blocks from City 

Hall and immediately adjacent to the city’s thriving and historic commercial 

district known as Old Pasadena. During the first half of the 20th century, 

the WPA-era gold band shell that would later become a Levitt Pavilion was 

a popular community destination where outdoor concerts were a regular 

Sunday activity for residents of this Southern California city, located 12 miles 

from downtown Los Angeles.  

Though by the 1950s, Pasadena’s once bustling downtown surrounding 

Memorial Park began to decline, nearby public transit was discontinued, and 

many residents’ homes were demolished to make way for a new highway 

that divided the city in half. As Pasadena’s downtown area took a turn for the 

worse, the city experienced stark income disparity, creating areas of extreme 

wealth and poverty within the city limits. For nearly 50 years, visitors to Me-

morial Park remained sparse, crime in the park ran rampant, and the historic 

band shell went largely unused. 

During the late 1990s and early 2000s, local efforts to reinvigorate Old 

Pasadena with new businesses and restaurants were gaining momentum. 

Meanwhile, Mortimer Levitt had written letters to mayors across the coun-

try—including then Pasadena Mayor Bill Bogaard—about a new venture 

philanthropy program developed with his daughter, Liz Levitt Hirsch, that 

would provide funding to renovate neglected park band shells and program 

50 free concerts annually. The community welcomed the opportunity—rec-

ognizing its potential to complement the improvements that had been made 

thus far in Old Pasadena—and a public/private partnership was formed. Since 

its opening in 2003, audiences have grown to more than 100,000 people 

every year from both the local community and greater Los Angeles, enjoying 

Levitt Pavilion Pasadena’s diverse lineup of celebrated musicians, bringing 

vitality back to the park. As a resident of Southern California, Liz Levitt 

Hirsch served as a founding board member of Friends of Levitt Pavilion Pas-

adena for 10 years.

LEVITT PAVILION PASADENA | Opened in 2003
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Levitt Pavilion Los Angeles is located just west of downtown in MacArthur Park, 

one of the oldest and most historically significant parks in Los Angeles. Founded in 

1886 as Westlake Park, throughout the early 20th century the park was considered 

L.A.’s premiere urban oasis, attracting wealthy residents from the surrounding com-

munities who came to enjoy the glistening lake and performances at its outdoor 

band shell.  

Starting in the late 20th century, however, MacArthur Park began to experience de-

cline. In the 1980s the park’s surrounding neighborhood of Westlake witnessed an 

influx of Central American immigrants who sought refuge from the violence in their 

home countries; however, the neighborhood infrastructure was unable to accom-

modate this significant increase in population. Westlake became one of the most 

densely populated neighborhoods in the country, with high rates of poverty. By the 

end of the 20th century, the park had become notorious for prostitution, gang-re-

lated violence, drug dealing and other criminal activities. Local residents stayed 

away, and MacArthur Park’s once vibrant band shell stood closed, covered in graffiti 

and surrounded by a chain-link fence.

Positive changes began to occur in the early 2000s with a grassroots effort to 

revitalize MacArthur Park. Community leaders and groups partnered with the Los 

Angeles Police Department and together, they worked collaboratively to create a 

safer environment for local residents. Their efforts paved the way for the introduc-

tion of consistent and family-friendly programming in the park. Individuals associat-

ed with the Levitt Pavilion in Pasadena worked with Westlake leaders, stakeholders 

and community organizations in creating a partnership with the City of Los An-

geles and the Levitt Foundation to renovate the existing band shell and program 

free concerts. With the 2007 launch of Levitt Pavilion Los Angeles, families began 

returning to the park. This served as a catalyst for the park’s transformation and 

brought momentum to the City’s redevelopment efforts, inspiring the City to make 

subsequent investments in the park, including the development of new soccer 

fields, a playground, public restrooms, lighted walkways and other park amenities. 

Since its opening, the free concerts at Levitt Pavilion Los Angeles have attracted 

50,000 people on average every summer.

LEVITT PAVILION LOS ANGELES | Opened in 2007
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The Levitt Shell in Memphis is located in the picturesque and expansive 342-acre 

Overton Park in the city’s Midtown. This WPA-era band shell, known as the Over-

ton Park Shell, first came to life in the 1930s when the Memphis Open Air Theater 

produced free orchestra performances, light opera and musicals. Beginning in the 

1950s, numerous musical legends graced the stage, including Elvis Presley (where 

he made his professional debut in 1954), Johnny Cash, Webb Pierce, Booker T. 

Jones, Isaac Hayes and The Grateful Dead. For years, the Overton Park Shell 

served as a gathering spot for Memphians citywide to spend their summer eve-

nings, enjoying music under the stars.

And yet years later, this same band shell suffered a fate similar to many oth-

er band shells across the country, when a period of disinvestment in parks and 

public spaces took hold in cities during the latter half of the 20th century. The 

Overton Park Shell stood dormant and run down, attracting criminal activity. In 

1982 a community of investors attempted to preserve the Shell and see it returned 

to community use. It was renamed the “Raoul Wallenberg Shell” in honor of the 

Swedish diplomat who saved thousands of Jews from concentration camps in 

Europe during World War II. More preservation campaigns followed, like “Save 

Our Shell,” but they all struggled to raise sufficient funds to ensure the Shell’s 

viability. By 2004, the City of Memphis had closed the Shell, citing numerous code 

violations and deeming it a liability, and it stood in grave danger of being razed to 

make room for a parking lot.

However, this closure was short-lived. By 2005, local community leaders had 

connected with the Levitt Foundation and began working with the City to support 

the Shell’s renovation and return to consistent programming. In September 2008, 

the Shell re-opened as the Levitt Shell, once again bringing Memphians togeth-

er through outdoor music. Since its relaunch, the Levitt Shell has consistently 

attracted diverse audiences of over 125,000 people every year and has subse-

quently sparked investments in Overton Park, as well as surrounding commercial 

districts like Overton Square. 

LEVITT SHELL MEMPHIS | Opened in 2008
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Levitt Pavilion Arlington is located in Founders Plaza in downtown Arlington, Tex-

as. Located 20 miles west of downtown Dallas and 12 miles east of downtown Fort 

Worth, Arlington has long functioned as a community in tune with its larger neigh-

bors. For much of the 20th century, Arlington locals regularly headed to Dallas and 

Fort Worth for employment as well as entertainment, while Arlington’s downtown 

lay stagnant with few businesses and social offerings. 

This trend continued during the second half of the 20th century, when new devel-

opment shifted to the areas of Arlington near the main thoroughfare between Fort 

Worth and Dallas. The major amusement park, Six Flags Over Texas, moved atten-

tion and business activity away from downtown in 1961. This pattern persisted for 

the next three decades, further accelerated by the 1994 opening of the Texas Rang-

ers ballpark. As a result, Arlington’s downtown experienced a period of disinvest-

ment, fueling the destruction of historic structures and urban sprawl. 

By 2000, as Arlington’s population grew to more than 330,000 residents, city 

leaders sought ways to elevate the quality of life for local residents and transform 

the downtown into a thriving center of economic activity. In 2006, city leaders and 

engaged citizens came together and formed a partnership with the Levitt Founda-

tion, viewing the development of an outdoor music venue as an opportunity to cre-

ate vibrancy in their downtown. There was no existing band shell, so Levitt Pavilion 

Arlington was the first Levitt venue to be constructed from the ground up, built in a 

newly created public space directly across from City Hall. 

Since opening in 2008, Levitt Pavilion Arlington audiences have grown to more 

than 100,000 people each year—helping to transform the downtown area into a 

popular citywide, and often regional, destination. More than a dozen restaurants 

have opened nearby, and the Levitt Pavilion also has served as a catalyst for major 

investment from the University of Texas at Arlington, which focused its $300 million 

expansion into the downtown area with new residences, shops, eateries, parking 

and an indoor performance venue. Today, Levitt Pavilion Arlington is considered the 

“crown jewel” of revitalization efforts in the city’s downtown.

LEVITT PAVILION ARLINGTON | Opened in 2008
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Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks is located on the SteelStacks arts and culture 

campus in Bethlehem, Pa., a post industrial city and university town of 75,000 

residents in the Greater Lehigh Valley, home to a population of approximate-

ly 850,000 residents. The Levitt Pavilion’s location at the base of the former 

Bethlehem Steel blast furnaces speaks to the area’s industrial past as the 

country’s second largest steel producer, with the company employing 30,000 

workers at its height. When Bethlehem Steel ceased operations in 1995 and 

filed for bankruptcy in 2002, the result did more than decimate the region’s 

economy and shatter the city’s longstanding identity. The vast acreage be-

came the largest private brownfield in the United States.

In an effort to reinvent itself and reduce the negative impact on the city and 

the surrounding Lehigh Valley, as well as breathe new life into the depressed 

south side of Bethlehem, in the 2000s local stakeholders, including the City 

and its Redevelopment Authority, came together to designate the site for 

reuse as a new arts and cultural campus. A Master Plan was created that called 

for an outdoor amphitheater, and in 2009, the Levitt Foundation was contact-

ed about a potential partnership.

Since opening in 2011, Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks has become a powerful sym-

bol for Bethlehem’s rebirth as a music and cultural destination, with audiences 

at the free Levitt concerts exceeding 90,000 in 2016. Levitt Pavilion Steel-

Stacks has become a magnet for Bethlehem’s ethnically and socioeconomical-

ly diverse residents and the Lehigh Valley as a whole—which is now the fastest 

growing region in Pennsylvania. Since the launch of Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks, 

the south side of Bethlehem has experienced a renaissance as new business-

es and restaurants have opened their doors. In 2014, Bethlehem was named 

among the “100 Best Places to live” in the U.S. by Money Magazine. The Levitt 

Pavilion, with its cantilevered steel band shell, has also won multiple design 

awards.

        LEVITT PAVILION STEELSTACKS | Opened in 2011
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